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IVE PItEDICT 
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That this year Steve Marriott will rise in popu- 

larity to the same heights as Scott Walker, if 

not higher, and with his previous acting experi- 

ence will go back into films without the re; 

the group and be a great success. 

IOur RAVE guide to what we predict, hope p 
fear and would love to see happen in 1967! 

IJ 

WE HOPE .. . 
To see more way-out fashion ideas, 

like our mini- skirt/belt above, to show 

that people are having fun with fashion. 

Skirt by Pierre Elegante-not for sale! 

Shirt by Roberta, £4 19s. l Id. Hat with 

ear -rings by Edward Mann, 39s. 1ld. 
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WE FEAR .. . 
That Paul, out of all the Beatles, will this 

year become more divorced from the pop 

world with different ventures than the other 

three. Expect him to start exploiting talent, 

other than his own, in the fields of art or music 

-maybe as an agent. 
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WE WOULD LOVE... 
Scott Engel to get himself sorted out 

ín his life and work. We would also 

love him to lose his moody, lonely 

image, become less of a pop recluse 

and so let more of his millions of fans 

appreciate him and that wonderful 

voice of his. 



WE PREDICT... 
Pirate radio stations will be banned in spite of public protest. 
Dennis Wilson will emerge as a song -writing talent to rival his brother Brian. 

Mini -skirts will go even higher with the aid of matching knickers, but will drop to knee level before the end of the year. 

Graham Nash, Eric Burdon, George Harrison, Donovan, Brian Jones and Georgie Fame will all get on well together. 

Jonathan King will be sued for something he says. 

Scott Engel will remain a bachelor. 
A major pop publication (not RAVE!) will fold during the coming year. 

Zoot Money still won't find a satis- factory way of holding up his trousers. 
The Yardbirds will fade, unless some drastic changes are made. 
Lots more independent recording labels will spring up. 

Toward the end of '67 there will be a major upheaval in the pop world, re- sulting in renewed interest due to the intervention of a younger generation. 
Eric Burdon's book will not be 

(rpublished. 
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Burdon: his book won't appear 

Shoe heels are going to get higher and toes will have a definite round or square shape. 

The Old Folks will realise again that pop is a young person's business and should be run by young people, or at least the young at heart. 
Derek Taylor and Les Perrin will remain the world's top pop publicists. 
The Beach Boys' next record will take six months to record, using six computers, an entire electronics fac- tory and 17 recording studios! 

Psychedelic music and psyche- delic happenings won't happen! 

A rave - matching 
knickers! 
This outfit is 
by Mary 
Quant, price 
9i gns. 

Orbison: fewer sick songs 

WE HOPE... 
More up-and-coming young hair- dressers and dress designers will be able to make the scene, just as easily as the now big names who stay rigidly at the top. 

Roy Orbison will think twice about his record releases here, as his last two both got the "sick" vote. 

The girl singers' scene livens up dramatically. 

Records become cheaper. 
The Beatles will continue to make British tours for the sake of their faithful fans after they've finished filming. The fans are getting restless. 

The Lovin' Spoonful and the Mamas and Papas will tour here. 

The Singing Postman will record "Tie Me Kangaroo Down, Sport". 
1967 will produce an entirely new - style disc jockey-one who actually slams lousy records. 

Since everyone's got a fun fur, we have a hard winter! 

The Hollies will get many more No. 1 hits. 

There's something big and sensational to replace RSG-the TV. pop scene is getting very draggy. 

Reg Presley: he'll write hits 

WE FEAR... 
Stage performances and record sounds are going to get wider and wider apart, despite live TV. shows. 
Juke Box Jury will go on for ever. 
Cliff will become an evangelist. 
Records won't become cheaper, possibly more expensive. t ' *yarn. 
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Cliff: full-time evangelist? 
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Donovan: he'll re-establish himself despite bad publicity 

THE LOOK 
FOR 

SPRING 
'67 
More femin- 
ine dresses 
with match- 
ing knickers, 
and the use 
of false hair 
pieces. 

WE PREDICT... 
Donovan will re-establish himself in the face of any adverse publicity. 
Trogg Reg Presley will write hits for other artistes. 

Coats and dresses will swing, tent -wise, in vivid, plain colours. 
A group of four male nurses will record "We're Coming To Put Him Back, Ha-Haal" 

Brian Sommerville will still be Britain's most publicized publicist. 
There will be another smash hit, Chart -busting Jim Reeves record, (and again in 1968, 1969 and 1970). 
Everything, and we mean every- thing-clothes, shoes, stockings, bags, gloves, hair and make-up will become more colourful, with super colours like violet, orange, apple green and vivid yellow. 

The Troggs and Small Faces will gain in popularity. 
A much softer, feminine look in fashion will overtake the more butch styles. 
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Dennis Wilson: big scream 
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Jagger and Richard: they'll write bigger and better hits 
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WE PREDICT... 

`- WE HOPE 

Mick Jagger and Keith Richard will 

write bigger and better hits. 

I Dennis Wilson of the Beach Boys 

will be one of the big scream names 

of the year. 

Elvis still won't come to Britain. 

r Group names will become even 

more fatuous. Watch out for them in 

styles A, B and C: 

A. The Norzee Eight, the Pre - 

Marital Six and the What -the -Hell 

Four. 
B. The Mess, the Rot, the Rub - 

x 
bish, the Eczema. 

C. M. B. Seel and the Congenital 

Idiots, Red Sales and the Sunsets, 

Art E. Fishall and the Respirations, 

.Ted Tired and the Exhausteds. 

Cilia Black will become officially 

engaged to her road manager, Bobby 

Willis. 

i, The Rolling Stones' film-even íf 

it's never made-will cause a sensa- 

P 
tion. 

Wide -brim and cloche hats will be 

,- as popular as berets. 

"Freak -out" won't happen. 

This year the Beatles will have a 

record out that won't get to No. 1. 

Fewer people will carry their transistor 

radios everywhere with them. 

Gordon will get on better with Peter! 

Cafe owners will bring their juke boxes 

up to date more -often. 

The better thoughts in religious music 

will infiltrate into pop music through 

Brian Wilson's work. 
f 
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Gordon-in rusty armour! 
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John Lennon will be allowed to say 

what he likes, when he likes, wherever he 

likes. 

Stick -on shapes and way-out watches 

will become even more popular. 

The Hollies stick to their successful 

formula and don't get too way-out. ' , , 

, Clarke-successful formula 
s. 

Wide -brim hats for '67 

21. 

More fun with gimmicks 

WE FEAR... 
John Lennon won't be allowed 

to say what he likes, when he 

likes, wherever he likes. 

A lot 'of those second -hind 

clothes will fall to pieces. 

There will be the usual crop 

of singers going solo from their 

groups this year. 

Some girls will still be wearing 

4in.-from-the-hip skirts instead of 

4in.-from-the-knee skirts without 

dieting! 

Cathy McGowan's new show 

will be an anti -climax 'after R.S.G. 

Keith Moon will continue to 

smash his drums by popular re- 

quest! 

Stevie Wiñwood will branch 

away from the Spencer Davis 

Group. 

if Bob Dylan may continue to fool 

some of the people some of the 

time. 

A group will be formed calliñg 

themselves "The :Gestapo" 

dressed in Nazi uniforms. 

Someone will slam the Small 

Faces again for no reason. 

People -will still -be laúghing at, 

instead of praising, the more 

original male fashions. 

D ave Dee: big breakthrough 

1 

WE WOULD LOVE... 
To see more shows like the Four 

Tops at the Saville Theatre, London. 

Dave Dee to achieve his greatest 

ambition, for the group to make the 

big breakthrough in America. 

To see pirate radio stations beat 

the ban by operating from airships! 

¡At 

Keith Moon: more smashing ' 
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More U.S. fame for Garrick 

THE LOOK 

FOR 

AUTUMN '67 

WE PREDICT... 
David Garrick will get more popu- lar both here and in America. 
The Eastern look, with super, col- oured caftans, rajah trousers and coats, will predominate the evening fashion scene. 

Scott won't go home to America during the six month wórking break the Walkers have to make. 
The Monkees, hottest thing in U.S. Charts and TV., will zoom into popu- larity here. 

There will be at least two major pop divorces this year. 

1967 will be the year of the Beach Boys here. 

'67 will be one of the most com- petitive years in the pop world since that great year of. the Merseyside boom. British established groups will have to compete against the invading Americans as well as British new- comers. As a result, the standard of records will be much higher. 

Towelling will be a new "in" fabric for clinging dresses. 

Headlined by the Beach Boys, there will be a wave of American top -liners over here smashing into the British pop market: Young Rascals, Spoon- ful, Mamas and Papas. 

Ballroom managers will have to see that better safety precautions are taken if they want to get big names to appear in ballrooms. 

Plaits with kooky -coloured stréaks will be the great fashion accessory. 
With the success of the Four Tops, the Motown artistes will come right back with a bang. 

Pop marriages will be fairly plenti- ful in the coming year. 

When the Walker Brothers' first film is made, Scott will emerge as a . rave actor. 

"The big pop tours of 1967 will be the biggest star-pácked shows ever, carrying at least three top pop names, and fewer filling -in groups. 
Soon every other girl in England will have her hair cut very short, and wear a wig or false piece and that non-English ravers will follow the trend. 

Dress by 
Bagatel, 

Sign's 

The Eastern look for evening 

WE WOULD LOYL. To see a really soft hair -style catch on. , 

To see more boutiques in the big stores, so that everyone can take ad.. vantage of the really swinging gear that's coming out now. 
Gene Pitney to find the lost 'love he's always singing about. 
The Animals to re -unite, at least for a British tour. 
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Gene: that lost love 

WE PREDICT.;. 
Carnaby Street will continue to live on past glories. 

Charlie Watts will say even less. 
Paul Jones's film will shock the pop world --and the pop fans. 
If Paul McCartney's film song - writing, which he has been working on recently, is successful, his next venture will be a West End musical. 

' .l . ., t 

d 
Hérman-lives hard and fast! 

WE HOPE... 
Scott will straighten out his mind. 

Ray Davies will produce a worthwhile 
musical. 

Long coats catch on, but not for short girls! 

The Troggs will remain unspoiled. 
Herman will stop living as hard, and as fast. 

Bill Wyman will produce a hit record for one of his groups. 

The Graham Bond Organisation will get a hit. 

RAVE will stay your No. 1 magazine! 

Great 
accessory-streaked hair! 
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in The Who will re-emerge as one of the most raved -over groups. They got a bit buried-publicity and fan-wise- in"66 by the Walkers and Small Faces. 
A country outside the British Isles will find a personality to topple the Beatles! 

Some pop groups will worry more about their appearance than their music. 

Pink Floyd will be a name to watch in the New Year. 
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tl-l:, The Pink Floyd-a name to watch in the New Year 
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THE NEW YEAR BEAUTY SOON IS full Of 

E S'L 
IT2O 
HOW TO GET THE INDIAN LOOK... 
To make a totally Western -looking eye 
look turned -up, is to draw eye-liner down- 
wards-so extend black eyeliner beyond 
the eye at the inside and outside, above 
and below the eye. 

rf .^* 

We used Mary Quant's Face Shapers 
over our model's own pale foundation to 
give a high cheek -boned effect. Use faintly 
along the bone - too much will distract 
from the eye make-up, 

To widen the eye, apply white eyeliner 
between each line at the point where they 
meet at the Inside and outside of the eye. 

For the Eastern look, lips have to take 
on a brand new curve. We gave them a 

bow shape with just a touch of colour 
to tint the lips. The lipstick is a new shade 
by Gala called 'Hotly Pink'. 

Today's beauty is definitely 
feeling the effect of the Indian, 
influence - so RAVE girl Lee has 
devised a new look - full of 
Eastern promise! The credit for 
one idea, however, must go to 
Pattie Boyd, who, on returning 
to London after her Indian holi_ 
day with husband George, had 
placed one red Dottie on her 
forehead! It is a sign of the 
times that must be followed up! 
After all, an Indian beauty ¡s 
Miss World ... so follow that! 

For effect we used silver shadow on the 
whole eyelid. Slight shading with cinna_ 
mon powder eyeshadow along the eye_ 
bone. Finally, gold above that, just under 
the eyebrow, and a touch of mascara. 

( 

We fixed on á super Dynel plait. Tovar 
Tresses are blended in to match your own shade of hair, at most big stores. 

Don't forget the finishing touch. One red 
clothe on the forehead. 

,r 

PRODUCTS USED-Shado-liner in black and white: 5s 1d. Powder eyeshadow in cinnamon: 5s 1d. Eyelight Iq gold and silver: 7s id. Eymatic mascara: 8s 11d. -All by Eylure. Mary Quant Face Shapers: 12s 9d. Tovar Tresses: frorh 
£610s. Dotties: 4s 11d a packet. 
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A BEAUTY HAPPENING BY LEE 
1 
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When a bird like RAVE's Dawn James takes a close look at Stevie Winwood through the 

magnifying glass of a personal interview, she is surprised. This singer -organist -heart-throb 

extraordinary from the Spencer Davis group says he needs nothing and no-one more than 

just an electric organ. Unbelievable? Read this exclusive story and see for yourself! 

It's difficult to analyse someone like Stevie 
Winwood, who, at eighteen years old, 

has the attitude of someone ten years his 
senior, the wealth of someone fifteen years 
his senior, and the musical ability of some- 
one much more experienced, beyond even 

the realms of age. 

He emerged, however, from his bed- 
room at three in the afternoon, eyes 

l 

closed, hands groping, body draped in a 

bedspread, heaved himself on to a sofa, 

and said, "I'm a bit sleepy, got to bed 
pretty late, been travelling all night again." 

There was an emphasis on the `again'. 
The Spencer Davis group, in which 
Stevie is lead vocalist and organist, work 

hard, and spend a great deal of time 
travelling, which explains why Spence 

t 

"Sometimes singing is just a job to me." 

and Stevie both have a tremendous fear 
of their car crashing. 

"About the only thing I'm capable of 
thinking of when I stagger home at five 

in the morning is that I'm all in one 
piece," Stevie said, visually awakening. 
"I'm glad to report that I ám at last com- 
ing to terms with pop. I don't say I dig 
the pop scene, but I appreciate what the 
fans have done for me, for us. I'm very 
happy." He paused, "You know, really 
happy, content here, inside where you 
can't lie to yourself. I've got everything, 
well, as near to everything, as you can get.' 

But he has a problem of sorts. He is 

known as a singer, but he wants to be 
known as an organist. 

'To me I am an organist," he explained. 
"I have to play, I don't have to sing." 

Stevie has been described as singing 
with soul, but he isn't sure what soul 
means nowadays. 

'It has become a pop word and lost its 
real meaning. People use it too much. 
They say I sing with soul. Soul singing 
means feeling what you sing and not be- 
ing aware of doing a job. But some nights 
I don't feel like singing, and then it be- 
comes a job, so I don't sing with soul at 
all." 

There have been rumours that singers 
like Stevie, who put so much into their 
performances, take drugs. I askéd him if 
he does. 

"No, I don't," he said, "but people 
always think I do. I used to drink a lot, 
but I don't even do that now. I don't ob- 
ject to people taking drugs if they are old 
enough, and want to. It is useless laying 

down rules for other people to live by. 
It's like religion, rules in set religions arc 
silly. I have a sort of religion, but I have 
my own rules and standards. I think, no, 
I know, what I can do and can't do, and 
I am my own judge." 

He was fully awake now and completély 
relaxed. He's got a strange way of talking, 
often not finishing sentences, but going 

off on another track completely. Does he 
need his particular religion? 

"Not altogether. I don't need things 

much. I don't need a girl friend at all. I've 

never depended on a girl. I think I need 

close friends, especially one friend, who 

knows me better than anyone else in the 
world, better than even my brother knows 

me. 

STE VIE 

._ 

"I don't depend on anyone-not even a girl" 

"I think I depend on good relations 

within the group, so you could say I need 

them. I couldn't work if things were 

unpleasant between us." 
Would he give up music for anyone or 

anything? 
"No, not in my present state. Playing 

the organ is everything to me. I've just 

bought a country cottage, half a mile from 

the nearest neighbour, in which I've in- 

stalled an organ. There I am really con- 

tent, and I play all night sometimes, and 

feel marvellous the next morning. I need 

my music or I'd explode. It's not a gag, 

or a publicity line, it's from deep inside 

me. People think singing matters to me, 

but I only sing my best when I am playing 

good organ." 
Stevie sits curled on a sofa, snug in his 

bedspread, and talks fluently of music, 

but when you get on to wider topics he 

closes in on you just a bit, enough to make 

you wonder if he is unsure of some as- 

pects of life. He says marriage is a work- 

able institution for some, disastrous for 

others, and just shakes his head when 
asked what it is likely to be for him. 

He says he doesn't like wars because he 
doesn't want to die, and if war broke out 
in this country he would plead insanity. 

He is all at once imaginative, and down 
to earth. When asked what the colours 
red, black, green and blue mean to him, 
he says, 'colours'. He doesn't say red is 
for pain. Red is Sunday. Red is death. Or 
Black is peace. Black is a large dog run- 
ning. Blue is liquid. Green is country. 
Green is Saturday and coffee in the 
village. 

"Heck, I never thought of anything like 
that," he said, interested but perplexed. 

In his spare time this worldly eighteen - 
year -old dons a pair of boots, a fur hat (to 
go with that famous fur coat) and plods off 
to his country cottage. (Sometimes, rather 
like the Grand Old Duke of York, not 
with ten thousand men, but a handful of 
mates, and sometimes alone.) 

"When I go there to relax and play, I 

go alone," Stevie said. "If I want to have 

"I don't like wars and I don't want to 

die. If war did break out then I'd plead 
insanity" 

15 

a laugh and a drink with the lads, I take 
friends with me. I have old furniture in 

my cottage, and a huge log fire, and I can 
see over the downs. It's beautiful there, 
much better than staying in town on my 
time off. 

"There are very few places I want to go 
in town nowadays. I was clubbing it when 
all the pop people were sitting in hotel 
bars. Now whenever I go to a club I meet 
people involved in pop, and they want to 
talk business. I find that boring." 

It was about five p.m. and time to go. 

Stevie had a concert somewhere north of 
Great Yarmouth that evening. A long fast 

road stretched ahead of him, a night of 
playing and singing, and another journey 
at the end of which, he'd drop into bed at 
five a.m. thankful for lots of things, but 
most of all that there had been no road 
accidents. 

And a few hours later, lots of Stevie 

Winwood fans getting up in the morning, 
in lots of houses all over the country, are 

equally thankful. 
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Stevie in that fur coat 
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WE'VE TOLD GIRLS HOW TO TURN COOL ON BOYS, 

"It's all very well reading this 
advice in RAVE about how to 
beat off unwelcome masculine 
advances, but what about us 
boys besieged by girls we don't 
fancy. How do we beat them 
off?" 

This is an extract from a letter 
sent to RAVE by a reader after 
our Big Freeze feature in the 
November issue. 

So, prompted by that letter 
writer's plea from the heart, we 
asked RAVE girl Lesley Garner 
to find out from the blokes in the 
office how they would go about 
turning down birds. 

The result is an amusing, 
light-hearted, impractical" fea- 
ture. But don't be fooled. 
There's still a lot of truth in 
what we say! 

SITUATION: 
A clinging vine of a girl has just begun 
to fancy you. She finds out where you 
are going to be and when you get 
there she's waiting for you. 

SOLUTION by Dennis: 
Never go out alone. Always take a 

friend (preferably a large one). Re- 
fuse to leave his side. Tell her that 
you promised his mother/father/ 
brother/sister/girlfriend not to let him 
out of your sight. No girl likes being 
ignored, so she will either get fed up 
with the pair of you, or her sympathies 
will be aroused by your helpless 
friend. His problems are his ownl 

lh 11%. I ALTERNATIVE: 
Never go where you've said you wall 

t11`:ti 
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SITUATION: 
You've gone to a party and some girl 
is throwing herself at you in a state of 
drunken abandon. She's making a fool 
of herself and you. What do you do? 

SOLUTION by Lloyd Alexander: 
Let her get drunker. Everyone knows 
that beyond a certain point she's a 
dead loss anyway. This is your aim. 
Render her incapable and make sure 
that someone else takes her home. 
You don't want her to be sick in your 
car. 

SITUATION: 
Your girlfriend's best friend keeps 
making obvious advances to you. 
How do you tell her to get lost? 

SOLUTION by Mike Grant: 
'Tell her to get lostl Slightly less blunt 
method-tell your girlfriend, then sit 
back and wait for the bang. 
Or, introduce her to the biggest bore 
you know, and give her the impres- 
sion that he's very, very rich. By the 
time she's found out the truth it will 
be too late. With any luck she'll never 
speak to you again. 

SITUATION: . 

A girl keeps calling at your house to, 
see you on the slightest pretext. You 
and your family are fed up with the 
sight of her. 

SOLUTION by Dennis: 
Shout "I'm out" very loudly, just as 
she comes to the door. Bang up and 
down stairs, drop things and swear 
loudly, appear át the window, and 
generally make your presence known. 
Two minutes after she's gone leave 
the house whistling loudly. 

SITUATION: 
If all else has failed and she has 
actually forced you into asking her 
out, don't stand her up, you'll only 
have to do it again. 

SOLUTION by Lloyd: 
Don't tell. her exactly where you're 
going but give her the impression that 
you're taking her to a party. She will 
put on her best dress and spend 
hours making up. Turn up at her 
house slightly unshaven and wearing 
your oldest jeans. Tell her she looks 
all right but a bit overdressed. Take 
her to the pub, having firstmade sure 
that the rugger crowd will be there 

1 

I VD HERE'S THE BOYS' REPLY -HOW TO DISCREETLY LOSE A GIRL! 

. they're bound to get drunk, sing 

obscene songs and slosh beer about. 

Talk incessantly about rugby, and 

make sure that you miss the last bus 

home and have to walk, preferably 

across a muddy field. Don't kiss her i 
but grip her hand painfully and ask 

her to the match on Saturday. If she 

doesn't suddenly remember an ur- 

gent appointment, then either you 

look like Alain Delon, or she looks 

like Genghis Khanl 

SITUATION: 
Some small time Bardot has asked 

you round to her place for the even- 
ing. Her parents are out. After dinner 
she lures you onto the sofa, snuggles 
up to you, murmurs things in your 
ear and generally asks for it. 

SOLUTIQN by Mike: 
Give it to her: This is a sure-fire 

method. Guaranteed absolutely fool- 

proof in times of distress. 
The chances are she'll be so shocked 

she'll never want to see you again 

(and if she does what are you worried 

about?) 
The beauty of this method is that this 

is really what she wants you to do, 

only you do it sooner than she ex- 

pected. After screaming a few things 

about trying to take advantage of her, 

being brutal and insensitive, only 

after one thing, not respecting her, 

etc., she will turn you out into the 

street. 

LESLEY GARNER SUMS UP: 

All the methods mentioned work 

on the valuable principle of using 

your opponent's own strategy and 

weight to trap them. Strictly speak- 

ing, the only advantage a man has 

over a girl is his physical strength. 

When it comes to plans and 

strategy we've got you every time! 

So carry on with our sure-fire 

method and you'll end up with the 

reputation of being mad, bad and 

dangerous to know. 

What more does any man want? 

f". 
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You've had Fries Bunion, now read 

The story of a star's lonely fight back to the top 
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If Alan Price in '65: "I was in the middle of a physical breakdown" 
, 

In April 1965 Alan Price threw him - 
self from the top of the success 

ladder in an act of professional 
suicide which shocked and surprised 
the pop world. 

For the next five months he went 
through an agonising personal crisis 
before deciding to makea come -back. 
It was a tough 'decision to make. His 
first experience of world-wide pop 
celebrity, as a member of the Ani- 
mals, had played havoc with his 
nervous system. And now he had 
formed a group which would inevit- 
ably be compared with the Animals, 
and he knew very well that if he didn't 
make it there were many who would 
draw the conclusion that the Animals 
had carried him, as a passenger, to 
pop stardom. 

But Alan Price has made it to the 
top again. "Now," he says, "it is just 
beginning to happen with my group." 

Talent 
There are not many examples in the 

pop world of people who have turned 
their backs on fame and later fought 
their way back into the spotlight. If 
Alan Price is one, it is because he 
has considerable talent as a musician 
and knows what he wants to do. 

But his dramatic come -back was 
not achieved without an enormous 
amount of psychological upheaval. 

Alan Price is an intelligent, articu- 
late, sensitive, nervous and melan- 
choly individual who has to protect 
himself from the often savage ele- 
ments in the pop jungle by burying 
himself in his music. 

"Music is the most important thing 
in my life," he says. "Everything 
revolves around that half hour or so 
on stage." . 

Alan Price is .back on the pop 
scene now . because his desire to 
express himself musically over- 
whelms those characteristics of in- 
trospection, nervousness and sensi- 
tivity which would normally make him 
the most unlikely person in the 
world to be a pop idol. 

As a child he had a strong family 
background. "I always used to be a 
home bird. We had a big family and I 

was always very reserved. I only 
started playing for my own amuse- 
ment and self-expression - I never 
had an idea at first of making any 
money at it. 

"When we were fifteen we were 
playing all the Joe Turner stuff, when 
songs like 'White Sports Coat' were 
big hits. People used to boo - but 
we kept at it. 

"That was the great thing about 
the Animals. We all believed in what 
we were doing from the very begin- 
ning. We weren't great musicians, 

but our music developed naturally. 

There was no-one to interfere. 
"But once we started making hit 

records, the thinking stopped. We 

were five, strong, independent per- 

sonalities and we refused to accept 

that things were going wrong. 
"Managers and agents came on the 

scene, but we refused to take their 

advice. We were so involved that we 

couldn't really see clearly. We had 

come up fast, and then levelled out. 

There should have been films, and 

we should have been more selective 

in what we did. I can see all the pro- 

blems now, but we couldn't when we 

were in the middle of it. 

"The Stones and the Beatles have 

developed continuously. We stood 

still. We reached our peak with 

'House of the Rising Sun' in August 

1964 - and stayed there." 
Alan says that a lot happened to 

the Animals in that period and they 

couldn't seem to play anything fresh 

- and then there was Alan's per- 

sonal horror of travelling, particularly 

by air. 
"Flying cost me so much in ner- 

vous energy. I just couldn't surmount 

the problem. I'd already brought up 

the subject of leaving the group with 

Eric, but he'd told me that if I left he'd 

leave too. 
"I was always getting ill with ton- 

silitis and was in a terribly nervous 

state. I was drinking a lot, too. I really 

wanted to pack it all in. But the 

trouble with a co-operative group is 

that there are four people depending 

on you. You have to think about them. 

"Maybe if I'd had the chance to take 

a long rest I might have been alright. 

But that just wasn't possible at the 

time. In the end I decided to leave 

without telling anyone. 

Breakdown 
"It was a difficult decision because 

the Animals were not just another 

group - they were more than that. 

But I was in the middle of a complete 
physical and mental breakdown. I 

just had to get myself together. 
"I thought about going into a 

teacher training college, or becoming 

a probation officer. I wanted to do 

something that involved people 

other than just clerical work. 

"In the end I seemed to be running 

around in ever decreasing circles - 
so I decided to go back into the music 

business. People had been writing 

about me in the music papers and 

there seemed to be a lot of interest 
in "whether I'd start playing again. 

"But this time I was determined to 

go back in control of the merry-go- 

round. After I'd got my band together 
we played our first engagement in the 

Club -A -Go-go in Newcastle. I had 
quite a good following up there and 
everyone was very nice. But even so, 
I was terrified. 

"Now I've established myself," he 

says with a slow, sad smile, "I can live 
with myself a bit more." 

Alan is convinced that the break-up 
of the Animals was a result of his 
own departure. "It opened up the 
doors for everyone, and the group 
just started to fall apart." 

Now that Eric Burdon finds himself 
starting all over again, just as Alan 
Price did more than a year ago, what 
advice can Alan offer to his friend? 

"First of all, I'd advise Eric to be 

very spare in his gigs - be selective 
about where he plays and about the 
material he uses. 

"I know Eric very well. I should 
think he is as unsure of himself as I 

am underneath. He drew. as much 
from the Animals as they drew from 
him. Now he is on his own - and the 
toughest thing he'll have to face ís 

that his success will always be com- 
pared with when he was in the 

Animals. 
"It might be very tough at first. 

When I started again we kept above 
the breadline by doing just week-end 
gigs. I wouldn't let the band work on 

poorly paid jobs - like £25 a night. 
"I wanted the band to be estab- 

lished on a good scene-arid I still do. 
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I'm now trying to adapt jazz to the 
things I can do - to write arrange- 
ments that hold interest. At least I 

have my own approach." 
Finally, is there any prospect of a 

Price-Burdon reunion? 
"People have often asked me this. 

We were considering working to- 
gether at one time, but there were 
management problems. Still, I think 
we'll get together eventually." 

Challenge 
Whatever problems Eric Burdon 

has to face now that the Animals 
have disbanded, it is quite certain 
that the challenge will not be nearly 
as formidable as that which Alan 
Price faced. 

Eric will not have to compete with 
the Animals, he is not making a come- 
back, since he never left the scene, 
and he has already established him- 
self as a great singer, whereas Alan 
had to make a reputation in that 
department. 

Viewed in this light, the reappear- 
ance of Alan Price at the top of the 
same ladder he leapt off eighteen 
months ago represents a rare 

achievement in the pop world. He has 

triumphed over the personal anxieties 
which might easily have ruined his 
career. 

Mike Hennessy 

... And Price today: his comeback to pop is a rare achievement 
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Here's RAVE's Mike Grant with the latest gossip on your favourite stars! 

************************** 

POP POLL 
************************** 

Seeing as everyone else is organis- 
ing polls, I thought I might run one of 
my own based upon slightly unusual 
qualifications-those of character, 
personality and general friendliness. 

Best Pop Person-female: 
Sandie Shaw for being herself, 
natural cockney, good-hearted and 
unpretentious. 

Best group: 
The Troggs for being friendly, un- 
affected and anti -malicious. 

Best Pop Person-male: 
Eric Burdon for being generally 
agreeable, honest and sincere. 

Best Interviewee: 
Mick Jagger for his "to hell with 
everyone" attitude. 

Best Publicist:. 
Derek Taylor for his good manners 
ánd friendly personality.. 

Next month-the "worst" awards 

************************** 

Trogg Ronnie Bond appeared solo on 
Swedish TV. recently when he found 
himself locked out of the group's hotel, 
after returning just half an hour after the 
others. Ronnie's frantic ringings at the bell 
were ignored and he finally squeezed in 
through a basement window, after stand- 
ing on some crates to lever himself up. 
Poor Ronnie blundered about in' the 
kitchen and basement for three quarters 
of an hour before he found a way out, 
and then discovered the other Troggs in 
the reception hall with two house detec- 
tives watching closed circuit television 
the programme had been "A Ronnie Bond 
Breaking and Entering Thriller"! 

Quote of the Month 
from Beach Boy Bruce 

Johnston. 
"There are three types of beautiful 
women I like-British for variety- 
Californian for type-Swedish for ever!" 
Skol! 

The Kinks as body snatchers 
in an independently produced film 
depicting them as undertakers, 
is one we will never see. Rejected 
for TV. as being unsuitable for 
showing, Dave Davies had a few 
words to say about the rebuff. 

"We're sick of going on TV. and 
just standing there like four dum- 
mies, miming to a backing track. 
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Wé thought this film was different 
and amusing. There was nothing 
sick about it. It had some very 
funny sequences with Mick Avory 
dressed up as'a boy scout. We're 
choked that an attempt to do 
something different should have 
been rejected." 

In the New Year the Kinks play 
three concerts in Germany and 
one in Italy. 

A Manfred Mann instrumental LP js 
coining your way this month titled "Soul 
of Mann" (Parlophone). The album includes 
three unissued tracks, "Spirit Fee", "Ten_ 
go Tango" and "God Rest Ye Merry 
Gentlemen". Also interpretations of Sonny 
and Cher's "I Got You Babe" and the 
Who's "My Generation". 

High praise for that up and coming 
group from Australia-the Easybeatsl 
Dutchman Harry Vanda told me that 
the group's first few weeks in this 
country were spent doing the rounds 
of the clubs, looking for material. 

"The first group we heard were the 
Move," said Harry. "We listened and 
they were so good that we nearly 
packed up and went home again. For.. 
tunately not all the groups have such 
a high standard and we got our con.. 
fidence back-but they really knocked 
us out!" 

Qq 

Scott: "I'd rather be respected for 

my singing than raved about as some 
kind of pin-up idol, which I'm not'' 

Eric 'Bring Back The Rock' Burdon 
is waging a one-man campaign to 
briñg'back the kind of big beat that 
knocked us out in the days of Haley's 
Comets, and included in his stage act 
now are, "Rock Around The Clock", 
"Jailhouse Rock", "Paint It Black" 

f " Once it was surfing and hot rods 
which inspired the Beach Boys' works 
but now it's philosophy and religion 

' and both Carl and Dennis Wilson have 
been at pains to emphasise the point. 

"Some people call 'Good Vibrations' 
complicated," Dennis Wilson told me. 
"Well it's not-I call it fun. The idea is 
simple and spiritual. Good thoughts- 
good ideas. An idea which is as old as , ,j .t1 time itself. Helps people to enjoy life. 

and "Love Me Do". 
"Some pop music is just going too 

pretty," Eric says. "I want to put 
back the excitement that seems to 
have disappeared lately." 

Another facet of his newly -formed 
Animals, which now includes Brian 
Auger's ex -guitarist Vic Briggs, is 
John Weider doubling on amplified 
violin. Burdon with strings is a 
sound to be heard! 

r.o This is why we chose 'Smile' as the 
title for our new LP 

"We just want people to enjoy them- 
selves listening to our music-the 
fusion of classical and technically 
modern sounds is unimportant com- 
pared with the simple thoughts." 

While on tour in Vienna both Carl 
and Dennis went to a High Mass in one 
of the churches and sat entranced 
throughout the service. 

"We're not Catholics," said Dennis, 
"but we appreciated the beauty and 
honesty of the service." 

In addition to the ideas in the lyrics, 
you'll be hearing a lot more of Church 
musical influence, in the Beach Boys' 
pet sounds. 

Two years ago on the West me. I got pushed to the front and 
Coast of America there was a our whole image swivelled about 
brother and sister beat group- when the story of John's marriage 
"John and Judy"-who special- broke. After that I took the lead 
ised in the kind of R & B sounds vocal again because we were 
that were the rage in '64. They had scared of screwing the image. 
a bass player who sat on a high "I'm not saying that I would 
stool at the back and kept out of have been content to remain in the 
the limelight. He never sang until background-I would not. My 
coming to England with John in music and singing is a means of 
'65 and then from out of back- expression and I need to pro - 
ground stepped Scott Engel to gress. I've said it before though, 
take over from their leader-John and I'll say it again, I'd far rather 
Maus. be respected for my singing than 

In his new apartment off Regents raved about as some kind of pin - 
Park, Scott told me how quite un- up idol, which I'm not. McCartney 
intentionally he came to take over is the kind of guy who should make 
the limelight from John. the magazine covers, not me." 

"When we came to England the Two points to watch out for 
first record we cut was 'Pretty -keep an ear open for the work 
Girls Everywhere'," said Scott. Scott is doing on Gregorian 
"That was the original Walker chants and watch out for some 
Brothers sound-how we really shock pictures of the group which 
sound, but it got us nowhere. will make the Beatles' meat pix 
Then 'Love Her' was recorded and and the Stones in drag look like 
we needed a deep voice-that was handouts! ssssss ssssssssssss 
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HE INfORMfR 
Dennis Wilson so impressed by 

Ringo's order of a black velvet 
jacket from tailor Duggie Millings 
that he has requested one for him- 
self. 

Scott Engel believes that Eric Burdon 
potentially world's best blues singer 
and Tom Jones world's worst. 

Jimmy Hendrix has to be seen 
to be believed performing the 
Troggs' "Wild Thing". 

Which famous record producer 
wants to record a group called the 
Nazis? 

Ray Davies declares that the 
Rolling Stones represent a period 
in his life when he was about 
seventeen. 

Why do pop artistes persist in saying 
to journalists-"Now don't print this 
but ..." 

Ex -Animal Hilton Valentine 
has recorded Donovan's "Season 
of the Witch". 

New Olympic studios in Putney 
being used by the Rolling Stones and 
the Troggs. 

Alan Price should have stuck 
to his guns about releasing "Just 
One In My Life" instead of "Wil- 
low Weep For Me". 

Kink Pete Quaife claimed one irate 
reporter after having painted the back 

of his car seats black. 
Dennis Wilson enjoyed flying 

paper aeroplanes from the twenty- 
fourth floor of the London Hilton 
Hotel. 

Beach Boy Mike Love smokes a 

tobacco called "Clan", which smells 
like Christmas pudding, in his pipe. 

Bruce Welch believes the 
Beach Boys sound like the Four 
Freshmen. 

Bach inspired ditty written by Ray 

Davies titled "Village Green" for next 
LP. 

Harry Vanda of the Easybeats 
was taught English by fellow 
member George Young. 

If they ever do a remake of Viva 
Zapata it's Muff Winwood for a 

starring role. 
America's Young Rascals per- 

formances have been watched by, 
among others, Paul McCartney, 
Brian Jones, Bill Wyman, Brian 
Epstein, Eric Burdon, Chas 
Chandler and Allan Clarke. 

The Kinks: their film was rejected as "unsuitable" for television 
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"How about giving 
me the Christmas 
present of all time ?" 
said George. 
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Ronny, Jan and 
George spend their 
first raving Christmas 
in their new flat! 
Ronny finds a stock- 
ing at the foot of her 
bed on Christmas 
morning, but the real. 
isation of whoput it 
there produces a 
rather awkward situa_ 
tion. Many New Year 
Resolutions are made 
but few are kept! 
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Tuesday 
I hate shopping for Christ- 

mas presents. Honestly, 
It kills me parting with 
money for something that 
Isn't for me. Actually, I 

like buying things for 
friends, but if I get my 
cousin a key -ring (that 
she'll probably just chuck 
in a drawer) and she gives 
me a revolving pencil 
(which I'll never use), the 
only person who gains is 
the shop I bought the 
presents at! And kind and 
generous as ram ho ho, and 
though I'm sure he's a good 
guy, I am not exactly 
bursting with Christmas 
spirit for the shop owner! 

Of course George insisted 
we went to see Father Christ- 
mas, which was a laugh. All 
these sweet, pop -eyed kids 

and George trying to sit on 

Father Christmas's knee, and 

Jan and me pulling him off, 
with the mums hiding their 
children's eyes in horror. 

Along with the presents, 
we bought some of that 
spongy tape to seal up the 

doors with, but though we 

applied it double thick, it still 
doesn't stand a chance with 
our draughts, evil little things 
that bite through even the 
thickest gear. 

It's been so cold that I've 
been sleeping ih an old vest 
under my Viyella nightie, 
which I'm ashamed to say I 

haven't taken off for three 
days now. I know ft's disgust- 
ing, but I think I would be 
struck rigid if I took it off now! 

Boxing Day 
First Christmas in the flat. 
On Christmas morning I 

woke late, snuggling down 
into the bedclothes to avoid 
getting up. When I ventured 
my nose over the sheets and 
opened my eyes a crack, I 

saw a lovely bulgy stocking 
at the end of my bed! For a 

minute I thought Father 
Christmas existed after all, 

but it was George of course. 
It was his Christmas present 
to me, and he'd given one to 
Jan as well. 

It was the nicest stocking 
I've ever had. A Superman 
comic, a pair of great, golf - 
ball silver earrings, a plastic 
flower, a hyacinth bulb, three 
black biros, a little chrome 
picture frame with a pic of 
Scott Walker inside, .and a 

knitted Shetland beret. I went 
running into his room to give 
him a special thank -you kiss. 

"Just an excuse to sneak 
into your bedroom in the 
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middle of the night, my dear," 
he said. "Heh heh." He reach- 
ed out his arms and held my 
wrists. "How about giving me 

the Christmas present of all 

time?" I know he's only joking 
but you know sometimes I 

wish he wasn't. Luckily Jan 
came in then so I didn't have 
time to start the old blushing 
and stuttering routine. 

After I'd given her a Four 
Tops LP, she'd given me a 

false nylon hair -piece that 
George kept wearing, and I'd 
given George a Batman an- 
nual, I' put on the Shetland 
beret and the earrings to go 
to mum's. It was so cold I 

could see my breath in the 
air, and it was lovely to get into 
the house, all hot and smell- 
ing of stuffing and turkey. 

Mum and dad have all the 
relations round on Christmas 
Day. The house is decorated 
with paper chains and the 
sitting room's packed with 
these old aunts and uncles 
and friendless neighbours, 
all sitting grimly in paper hats 
and drinking sherry. 

Why relations, I don't know. 
Just because they're related 
doesn't mean they're nice. 
Ours are bearable, apart from 
a couple of cousins who hate 
each other because they think 
the other cheated them out of 
a will. They arrive glaring 
every year and blow squeakers 
furiously at each other over 
the table. 

However Uncle Jim (the 
drinking one) is nice and 
after lunch we laughed at the 
jokes from the crackers. 
"What place is bright and 
shining and there is no part- 
ing there?"-Answer (wait 
for it); "A bald man's head". 
It killed us, and what with the 
drink and stuff, even the aunt- 
ies got a bit more warmed -up. 

My nicest present was one 
of those cheap Jap tape - 
recorders from mum and dad, 
and a sensible cheque from 
Uncle Jim. Nastiest was a 

lemon yellow satin evening 
bag from an aunt, (you know 
me, nevera night passes when 
I'm not desperately in need of 
a lemon yellow silk evening 
bag!). 

Seems a bit mean to criti- 
cise one's presents, but I'd 
far rather have had a ten bob 
note, or why don't they ask 
what one wants? 

Wednesday 
Yesterday I made a list of 
New Year Resolutions. It read: 

1. Get a betterjob. I can't go 
on in a typing pool for ever. 
2. Be nicer to people. 
3. Get up early enough in 
the mornings to make-up 
before I get to work. 
4. Stop fancying George. 
Really. I can't even confide 
in Jan about him, since he's 
her brother. 
5. Take off my vest, which 
have been wearing now for 

. no, I can't admit it even 
to my diary. 

In the evening Lou and Tod 
dropped in with a funny girl 
friend of Tod's. They brought 
a couple of bottles of wine 
and we had a nice, quiet sort 
of party. Tod spotted the tape - 
recorder and we recorded 
each others' voices. I couldn't 
speak for two hours after- 
wards. Everyone else sounded 
normal-there was just this 
horrible chirping stranger 
which was me. And everyone 
says I sound just like that! I 

shall have to alter it! 
Surprise of the evening was 

Jan getting off with Lou. 
Amazing. They were strug- 
gling on the sofa till it got al- 
most embarrassing and dear 
George organised everyone 
Into drawing cartoons of each 

other for a laugh. They all left 
around two in the morning, 
and just as I was snuggling 
Into bed and about to take my 

vest off under the warm bed- 
clothes, there was a knock on 

my door and George crept in, 

"Am I disturbing you?" he 

said. "I just wanted to say 

goodnight. It was good fun, 
wasn't it?" 

He sat on my bed in his 

camel dressing gown and we 

talked till four, with me wish- 
ing I didn't have my vest on, 

and trying to hide it with my 

nightie, which must have 

looked like super -modesty. 
The resolution not to fancy 

George was rapidly failing, 
and by the time he eventually 
said goodnight and gave me 

a peck on the cheek, it had 

melted away completely. 
Getting up early was bound 

to fail, going to sleep that late. 
And though I really am going 
to take my vest off tonight, I 

have come to the sad con- 
clusion that I am a weak- 
minded, soft -brained idiot. 

Three New Year Resolu- 
tions broken in eight hours! 

I can see that 1967 will just 
have to be a year devoted to 
Growing Up and New Experi- 
ences. And somehow I don't 
think I'll have to look very far! 

Continued next month 
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An exclusive story by Derek Taylor 
The Monkees are coming, so you might 

as well enjoy them, because that's 
what you're supposed to do! 

There never was a more honest pinch 
than their dramatised finger -pop of a 
television series based on a rock'n'roll 
foursome, fringed, laughing and tumbling 
through a couple of dozen chapters of 
contrived accident. 

The inspiration, clearly, is the Beatles, 
and the plot pattern comes directly from 
the paced excitement of "A Hard Day's 
Night". 

The Monkees' hit single, "Last Train to 
Clarksville", made number one in the 
American Charts, and sold a million 
copies. Their album, simply titled The 
Monkees, also passed some massively 
established competitors to top the LP. 
charts. Their new single "I'm A Be- 
liever" has also taken off like a rocket in 
America. 

The Monkees themselves are not a 
group in the Olde Caverne sense.They are 
not even musicians, though they have 
become musicianly-which, for the pur- 
pose of the television series, is enough. 

The people planning the series audi- 
tioned hundreds of boys, and by process 
of elimination selected the four who 
looked right together, felt right together, 
sóunded right together, and seemed most 
likely to become Monkees (whatever that 
term was going to mean). 

And the pleasing thing about this cal- 
culated piece of chemistry is that it 
worked! The Monkees are now, like Pin- 
occhio, real live boys. They have passed 
all the tests, survived the callous scrutiny 
of the music industry, shrugged off the 
sneer -jeers of the "real" groups. And if 
you like escapist entertainment, the 
Monkees are for you-carefully com- 
pounded, perfectly packaged like an in- 
dividual fruit pie or a TV dinner. 

And here they are: David Jones, 20; 
Micky Dolenz, 21; Mike Nesmith, 22 and 
Peter Tork, 22. Together they are the 
Monkees-harmless, happy, hopeful, 
humorous, home-made to an expensive 
"Do -It -Yourself Group Kit". 

I suppose there are worse ways of 
putting a rock'n'roll group together. 
Certainly there are better ways. But what 
the establishment of the Monkees has 
really done has been to signpost the end 
of whatever route the early, explosive 
Liverpool groups rough -mapped out. 

lithe Monkees can be "cast" like a soap 

opera, then we do indeed live in sophis- 
ticated times! 

Well anyway, here they are, undoubted- 
ly in for a long, long run on the world's 
television screens. All the Universe loves 
rock'n'roll and if you can pick four Mon- 
kees out of five hundred potentials, then 
you can certainly replace one if he should 
lose his popularity rating. 

Who is to say we haven't got a pop 
Coronation Street or an Archers with 
amps.? 

For now, anyway, we have these four, 
very engaging lads. David Jones is the 
most obvious favourite and it is nice, 
though not necessary, that he is also the 
only British Monkee. 

He was in the hit musical "Oliver" as 
the Artful Dodger, and in "Pickwick" with 
Harry Secombe. He is tiny and a jockey 
and very good too. From Manchester, 
now living in lovely -ugly Los Angeles and 
becoming rich and cheeky. 

Micky Dolenz is very tall and looks like 
a young boxer does before the crunching 
gloves have begun to glaze his eyes and 
brutalise his skin. He wasn't born in a 
truck ("Who was?" you may well ask), but his father.was an actor, and at ten years of 
age he joined the cast of a series called 
"Circus Boy" on television. He has also 
appeared in "Peyton Place" and "Mr. 
Novak". He is a good Monkee, and I am 
waiting for him to start worrying about 
the dangers of being involved in a long - running series which may "type -cast" 
him. 

Los Angeles (Ledbetters), where he sang 
his own material. 

Peter Tork may become the fave rave. 

He comes from Washington DC and has 

a rough grin which, in its infancy and 

youth, was practised in Connecticut 
(where he went to school), in Minnesota 
(where, at college, he prepared to be a 

teacher and didn't become one), and in 

Greenwich Village (where, myth says' 
everyone is a folk singer, and almost 
everyone is). 

Strangely he was playing at the Trouba- 
dour Club at around the same time as 

Nesmith was at rival Ledbetters, and it is 

probably helpful (though purely conversa- 
tional) to point out that it was entirely 
coincidental that both should end up as 

Monkees! Neither helped the other in the 
casting, for they are, like everyone else in 

American television-bar the network 
bosses-quite without power. 

Thus the Monkees in a capsule. 
There are some good things you should 

know about them. One is that they don't 
give a monkey's ... about public opinion 
which is in the Great Tradition Of Beetle - 

Launched Frank Talk. 
When an American magazine asked for 

the standard loves and hates list, Peter 
Tork said, "I don't keep a list like that at 

the top of my head." He asked the maga' 
tine to print that and they did and it looked 
fine! 

Mike Nesmith, lanky, long sideburned, 
gave his hates as iron, tips, grommets, 
set screws and hairspray, and I don't 
believe he had. any help from á publicist' 
on that! 

Reality 
Micky was born in Los Angeles, which is one way of learning to live with reality! 
Mike Nesmith was born in Dallas, Texas 

which is another. 
He is the Monkee known as "Woolhat", 

and when he was nineteen he learned the 
guitar. He became a country and western 
singer and followed in the steps of Cat 
Whittington and found his way to Holly= 
wood, where the streets are paved with 
gold stars bearing the names of some truly appalling people who have become 
famous there. 

Woolhat" wears one, and it is very 
much part of the show. He looks right in 
it, and was probably wearing one before 
the Beatles ceased to be Silver. 

He worked in a very good folk club in 

Contempt 
In America, the show was powerfull> 

promoted and long in preparation. I don 11 

recall any TV. series reaping so substan 
tial and haphazard a harvest of contempt 
before anyone had seen it, heard the 
music, read the script or evaluated the 
personnel. 

We were all in there, at the mass pre' 
view, muttering curses, fingers crosseo 
for failure. 

Lo and behold. It succeeded! 
In lovely colour (write to your MP ano 

ask him why you haven't got colour TV I) 
beautifully directed, spendidly edited wit!. 
flair and 'sharp economy, musically' 
elating, dramatically tight and right, th= 

Monkees made it first episode out. 
They pranced through a field of sophis 

ticated corn with so much leaping elei 
that only the very mean could w!thholo 
mental applause. 

"Last Train to Clarksville", a vet' 
skilfully constructed song, well recorded 
moved easily up the Charts, followed b', 

the theme tune "We're the Monkees" 
an° 

flanked by the million dollar album. 
It was clear that nothing at all had bee' 

left unguarded. Someone, somewhere 
had said: "This is going to make it. WB 

will make it." 
Enjoy the Monkees. They enjoy it. 
Watch out for the Monkees in thee' 

own thirty -minute television show 
scheduled to appear on BBC -1 an!' 
moment now! 
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Faye French rave, Olivier Despax: a man of many talents 

e GARNER 
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LESLEYfLICHS... 
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Cliff: film swings! 

RAVE girl Lesley Gar- 
ner's film previews. 

FINDERS KEEPERS. 
(UNITED ARTISTS) .. 

STARS: CLIFF RICHARD AND 
THE SHADOWS. 
VIVIANNE VENTURA. 
ig The main pop film this month, 
and for Cliff fans, the mixture as 

before-lots of colour, plenty of 
fabulous songs and dances and a 
bomb thrown in for good measure! 
Cliff's problem is that the un; 
exploded bomb, which the Ameri- 

YES, 
OD THIS ISTNEREASON 

WHV 

Pop singer, actor, writer, musician 
-Olivier Despax describes himself 
simply as "an artist-because I 
do everything". RAVE's Lesley 
Garner talks to this dishy new 
French star whose cool talents are 
setting Paris hearts on fire! 

Olivier Despax is a young French- 
man, very talented, charming 
and extremely goad looking. He 

is also about to continue on an 
international scale all the things he 
has been doing so successfully in 
France for the past six years-sing- 
ing, playing the guitar, piano, bass, 
drums and vibes, writing 'songs, 
acting in films . .. and being Olivier 
Despax. When you ask which of his 
many talents is most important to him, 
he replies grandly, "I am an artist. I 

believe that to be an artist is to do 
everything." 

He talks, about himself in a very 
individual brand of English with an 
attractive Parisian accent. He's one 
of those people who talk very inti- 
mately to you, as though you are the 
only person in the room, in which 
lies his charm. 

"I am .of a noble family," he ex- 
plained, when he paid me a visit at 
RAVE's offices recently. I have a 
name full of de .. dé .. so I just call 
myself Despax. It is easier. Part of 
my family is English and I was 
brought up like a little English lord, 
very polite and correct. But by the 

. 
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cans dropped by mistake, has 
driven away all the tourists from 
the little Spanish fishing town 
where he and the Shadows are 
supposed to be playing. To bring 
back the tourists Cliff and the 
Shadows have to find it. Robert 
Morley and Peggy Mount, work- 
ing as two different spies, get in- 
volved in a lot of skullduggery. 
Cliff sings ten great songs and the 
whole thing swings! 

GAMBIT. (UNIVERSAL 
INTERNATIONAL) 

STARS: MICHAEL CAINE. 
SHIRLEY MACLAINE. I Another thriller, but no spies this 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Michael Caine-thrills 

time I was twelve I was fed -up. I felt 
an irresistible attraction to music, so 

I learned to play the guitar, both 

classical and jazz. At seventeen I 

went to the Conservatoire, the most 
important music school in France, 

and at eighteen, I gave a big concert 
in Paris. They told me I was the first 
French jazz guitarist." 

When he returned to Paris after 
his National Service ín Algeria, 
Olivier formed his own group, the 

Gamblers, and waited for his big 

break to come. It came when he met 

' Brigitte Bardot, taught her to play the 
guitar and appeared on television 
with her. That brought him publicity, 
some of it not so good, but it made 

his name in France. 
Since then he's appeared in several 

films, taken his version of the Beatles' 

"And I Love Her" into the French 

Charts, and has recorded his own 

songs. He says he is a sort of male 

Francoise Hardy, so he has acquired 
the image of being a romantic. I 

asked him about this image and he 

got very heated. 
"When people say 'romantic' they 

think of willow trees and dreaming 

and pink." He said "pink" in tones of 

the deepest disgust. "Romantic for 
me is not that. It is something inside 
of you which means finding a goal 

and sticking to it. It is fighting, not 

dreaming and sleeping. Romantic is 

living. You must be basic, if not you 

are nothing. I like fundamental things 
like eating, drinking, loving. I care 
about sensations." 

His philosophy of living for the 

moment applies to girls as well. 

1111111,1111 
time, just a huge art theft. Michael 
Caine plays an English con man 

who enlists the aid of a beautiful 

Eurasian girl (Shirley Maclaine) 
to help him steal a priceless art 
treasure. Art thefts seem to be very 

fashionable in films at the moment, 

and so does Michael Caine, so this 

one has a lot to offer. 

IS PARIS BURNING? 
(PARAMOUNT) 

STARS: KIRK DOUGLAS. 
GEORGE CHAKIRIS. ALAIN . 

DELON. JEAN PAUL BELMON- 
DO. 
II This looks like being the biggest 

film of 'the new year. It's a vast 

n n n fl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

~I URNINE! 
"I love girls," he said, insistently. 
Life for Olivier Despax at the 

moment is not so much a game as a 

ball. He is about to start making his 
first international film, playing oppo- 
site Rod Taylor in "Dark of the Sun". 

He hopes to record songs here in 
England and he is also looking for a 

flat in. London so that he can spend 
more time here. So we will be seeing 
a lot more of him. 

If excessive charm, good -looks and 
self-confidence help in building up 

an international career, then he's 
got those too. 

While I was with him, he had a 

violent argument with his musical 

; 4 

director over his photographs. He 
wanted lots of close-ups of his face, 
while she wanted long-distance shots 
againsta London background, similar 
to others she had seen of another 
French singer. 

"They did the right thing to take 
his photographs from a long way 

off," said Olivier scornfully of the 
other's photographs. 

"For goodness sake," she sighed 
impatiently, "Everybody knows that 
he's not handsome." 

"O.K." said Olivier firmly. "But I 

am." 
With confidence like that he should 

go far! 
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"They say I was the first French jazz guitarist" 
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film recreation of the end of the 

German occupation of Paris and 
its liberation. It took an enormous 

amount of research, time and 
energy to make, but didn't really 

pay off in terms of excitement and 
realism. A big emotional story. 

ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. 
(WARNER) 

STAR: RAQUEL WELCH. 
Raquel Welch in one of her rare 

screen appearances, and to make 

up for it you see a lot of her. You 

also get WO minutes of shaggy 
cavemen trudging across the 

desert, of primeval grunts and 
groans (no dialogue) and a large 

1.1111111111 

number of assorted monsters. The 

whole film ends in a violent poly- 
styrene earthquake. 

THE FAMILY WAY. 
(BRITISH LION) 

STARS: HAYLEY MILLS. JOHN 
MILLS. HYWEL BENNET. 
MARJORIE RHODES. 

Paul McCartney wrote this 

film score. The plot concerns a 
young couple (Hvwel Bennet and 
Hayley Mills) who have to spend 
their honeymoon with their parents 
and can't get round to making love 

. because of it. 

More film reviews on page 36. 
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Bennet: a newcomer 
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POW! Trouser suits Gre big 
fashion news! Thoy have 
been lurking in the,fashion 
background, occ/clonally 
surfacing in the form of cat 
suits or co-ordinates but they 
have never had a full-scale 
launch into everyóne's 
wardrobe, whichl'Is what's 
happening nor! The new 
yeao designs are Madly 
with -it, easy to wear and'for' \ 
every occasion: So If1you 
donit w et tb end up 
looking Oki MIEs'1966 you'd 
better take a good took at 
stime:of the new deslg 
like now! 
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Great new shape-both suits 
have straight trousers topped 
With different styled Jackets. 

RAVE girl Joan's red jacket 
has a frocked effect and 

also comes in black with 
white trousers. From Jon 
Adam, price 13 gns. Liz's 
trouser suit, in camel only, 
has a long, slightly -v alsted 
coat that can easily tie -worn 
on Its own. From Eigee, price 
151 gns. Suede boots by 

Medway, price 89s. 11d. 

Black patent boots by 

Lennards, price 80s., avail- 
able also in beige or maroon, 
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Needlecord given the colour 
treatment In two suits that will 
really cause a stir) Both in 
bright blue, the striped one 
Liz Is wearing has a long -line 
jacket and revers. By Lenbry 
at London Mald, price 
9} gns. Joan's Is In a rajah 
style. By Cornell, price 
64, gns. 
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''\ 1-1. Good way to buy ii troúsrer suitis as a three-piece 
- r -jacket, trousers and skirt. Shown is the Jacket and 

I 
trousers of a chunky cord suit from Neatawear. 
Price for all three, 13# grñs. We teamed It with a 

' white skinny swéater with a:knitted smocking 
efféet: Ffonf Etam, 32s. 11d. . , 

4. 
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styled trouser'suit with lots 
of variation ... wear it in 

the office (if the boss 
allows it!) or dress it up 

with a rr adly frilly blouse 
for a $ ay -out party. From 
Feminella,,pfice11 gns, 
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Great effect here in a twc 
houndstooth check trous 

. ', suit. This one is in gold, g 
' ' 

Il s- '\ and purple. It has a semi 
4: long -line jacket which is j ...... right for Skirt or trousers 

Again you can buy all thr 
for 13 gns., from Neatawc 
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Two of the best in a herring- 
bone wool that gives a charcoal 
look to black and white. The first 
Is a way-out suit with large flat 
lapels. From Jon Adam,- price 
10 gns. 

The second Is a more classic 
small herringbone pattern. By 
Neatawear, price)94 gns. Both 
can be hotted up with really 
colourful accessorle for ah even 
better effect. 
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Ilad to include Ihrs super cotton jacket 
and trousers from Dula's Coordinale 
range because of Iho colours! The 
IrouSers are straight and the jacket 
has bold brass buttons. Also available 
in sun gold with pinks or lemons and 
lime. The trousers are £4 14s. 6d. and 
the jacket is £6 16s. 6d. 
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When- Paul Jones entered our 
offices he was wearing a very 
handsome racoon coat and a 

very confident grin. It's a grin 
he's always had and the look of 
confidence suits him, as does his 
racoon coat. 

For Paul, who turned solo from 
the Manfred Mann group earlier 
this year,, has moved from group 
singer to solo star without any 
effort whatsoever and with a 
fantastic amount of success. Just 
as he always knew he would! 

"I was never worried. I knew I 
could make it alone. The same 
as when I made my first solo 
record, 'High Time', I just knew 
it was a Top Ten certainty." Paul 
Jones has that knack, lacking in 
most of us, of believing implicitly 
in himself. 

Paul's new record will be out in 
February. It's one of the songs'he 
sings in his film "Privilege". In 
the film, the song, written by 
Mike Leander., is featured twice. 
It's given a fast, rocking treatment 
followed by a slower version. 
Meanwhile an LP. titled "My 
Way" is out this month, which 
features" High Time" and "When 
My Little Girl Is Smiling", along 
with three numbers Paul wrote 

u I 
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himself. About the single, judging 
by the way things are going for 
him at present, Paul has no"doubt 
that it will be anything less than 
a Top Five entry in the Charts. 

While talking to Paul during 
filming, he told me at the time 
that he was planning to learn to 
read and write music. In fact, he 
hasn't got round to it yet, although 
it hasn't stopped him songwriting. 
Paul also told me then that he 
would probably never make an- 
other film. Since then he's 
changed his mind. What he wants 
now is never to appear in another 
film as a pop star. 

"The treatment Peter Watkins,, 
the director, gave the subject of 
the film, could never be repeated 
again in quite the same way," said 
Paul, "but if the right part came 
along and I thought that it would 
be good for me, then I'd accept it. 

" Privilege' is due for release 
around February or March, and 
I'm quite satisfied with it. I've 
seen bits of it; and on the whole 
it's very good. There was only 
one really bad part I noticed, 
where I was over -acting, which 
looked pretty terrible! But on the 
whole I think it will go down well 
with the fans. After all, I play a 

pop star and sing in the film, a 
character they can identify me 
with. I think they'll like it!". 

After making the film, Paul 
went straight into the nation- 
wide Hollies tour, his first outing 
as a solo pop singer. 

"It was great being second on 
the bill. I'd hate to have stop 

billing. There's really only one 
way you can go after you hit the 
top, and that's down. When I 
walked out on the stage I got the 
screamers and the ravers, and the 
feeling was great. I loved it!" 

Paul used Peter Jay and the 
Jaywalkers as his backing group 
on that tour. 

"I was very impressed with 
them and would like to use them 
again in the future" he said. "But 
at the same time, I'm still thinking 
of getting my own little outfit 
together. But till then, I'll go on 
using whoever happens to be pn 
the show. I'm quite sure whoever 
it is I use, we'll go down just fine, 
because I only want the best." 
Paul hinted that around Feb- 
ruary -March of next year he'll 
be doing another big cross-coun- 
try tour. 

Paul Jones now only has time 
to be a pop star, and thinks him- 
self very lucky that he recently 
managed to snatch a few days 
holiday in Spain with his wife and 
children. His writing is tempora- 
rily "put -off" after the disap- 
pointing way the BBC put over 
one of his plays, but as he says, 
this is only "a temporary anti - 
feeling. It will wear off soon when 
I get another góod idea for a 
story." 

Although Paul's career is mov- 
ing fantastically fast, hé doesn't 
seem to be in too much of a hurry 
himself. Perhaps because he 
knows where he's going anyway, 
so he's in no rush to get there. 
The Paul Jones of the moment 
certainly seems without fears of 
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the future. Without being over- 
ambitious or pretentious, he pos- 
sesses that quality of inner cer- 
tainty that whatever he feels he 
wants to do, he will do with the 
greatest of ease and success. 

Fór even with no' acting ex- 
perience or training whatsoever 
Paul, despite himself, admits that 
he's going to come over on the 
screen as "a pretty good actor". 

Some people may consider him 
a bit flash and big -headed! But 
when Paul talks to you, you 
realise that he's not. There's a 

big difference between big- 
headedness and confidence, as 

Paul so ably demonstrates. He 
knows the flash, big -heads just 
don't survive in the pop world, 
not for long anyway, and with 
him you get the feeling that he 
wants to hang around the business 
for many years to come. 

But what of Paul's future? . 

Apart from the record releases 
and the film, nothing's too posi- 
tive. He's sure he'll never be 
another Cliff Richard, always 
booked up completely a year in 
advance. It just ' wouldn't suit 
Paul's personality to have his life 
mapped out for him. For he's a 

person who doesn't like to be tied 
down: 

"I like to play life by ear as 

each day goes by; just doing what 
I think is good when I come 
across it. It's always 'worked out 
well for me that way," he said 
confidently. And fortunately for 
him, Paul's confidence in himself 
is extremely well-founded. 

Maureen O'Grady 
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Jackie Harlow keeps 
you in touch irth 
what's happening 
ton the New York 
ratters' scene! 

® New York's discotheque 
scene is still jumping! In fact 
the scene has been so suc- 
cessful that oven the Pepper- 
mint Lounge has reopened, 
and is being used as a show - 
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THE QUILLER MEMORANDUM. 
(RANK) 

STARS:G'EORGE SEGAL. ALEC 
GUINESS, MAX VON SYDOW, 
SENTA BERGER; 

More excitement of the secret 
agent variety. Twist in this Ora 
is. that the enemy turn out to be 
rco-Maxis. If you like George 

Segal: thriller rolo 

i 

case for several view groups. 
Sybil Burtoni's Arthur club 
still swings of course. and 
this month it Is to feature a 

girl group called the Luvs- 
four chicks who all sound 
like' Otis Redding! Imagine 
that sound if you cans Clubs 
elsewhere, such as. Ondine's 
and the Roiling Stone, are 
still holding their own. 

o Velveteen slack -suits are 
coming back 'into fashion, 
and they're very nice too, In 
crazy, wonderful colours, 
most of therm are worn with 
very feminine, ruffled collars. 
Bell-bottoms are complete/ 
out, Hipster stovepipes form 
the mine on these new pant- 
suits, which come do lab.ilous 
shades of purple and green! 
not to men(I'ion black, of 
course( Also in the fashion 
department, the emeergio,nce 
of ultra -delightful mini che- 
mises. 

.One 'of .the best -ever pop 
groups on the Ed, Sullivan 
Show-by an English name, 
that is-was the New vaude- 
ville Band whose "Winches- 
ter Cat,hedrar came off Just 
great'.:, . , Whatever happened 
to the Byrds? ... Sonny and 
Cher are due to start work on 

their second movie this month 
. Mike "Woolhai" Nosmrth 
of the Monkees, is married 
and has a babir boy, 

. It's no longer 'hip to take 
LSD (rips, be. seen at disco- 
theques with a party of young 
celebrities like Bob Crewe 
(record producer) or 'Baby 
Jane Holzer (millionairess 
model). To be hip In New 
York todla,y, you"ve got to 
stick your neck out. predict 
what"a going to be happening 
and make everyone eiwe be- 
lieve ft too. The best way to 
do this is to pack a littfe- 
knoµn personality andl rave, 
about him. I don't know yet 
whether I und'erstan'd' folk 
singer Phil Ochs, but es 
RAVE's spokesman over here 
I'm sticking my own neck out 
to say that Pinil is soon going 
to be the new Idol of the 
intellectual in -crowd. Ho 
already his a nucleus of 
followers, people who dig 
what ho's doing before he 
becomes too successful at 
its To rave about Phil before 
he makes It-end he will-is 
to be the leader of the sett 
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Robert Vaughn-strange 

Segal, and if you enjoyed "Toe 
Spy Who Carle In From The 
Gold" and .`The Iperess Fild', 
then you'll go for this tightly told, 
well acted .thriller 

THE VENETOAN AFFAIR. ( M.G _ t) 
$ AIRS« ROBERT VAUGHIN, 

.ELKE SOMIMER. 
The Man front Uncle in a 

straight thriller, in r,,Mcli he stars as 
an ex -secret agent, nowa corrtipon- 
dent fora news service. lie follows 
a story to Venice and .gets involved 
in a very strange affair concerning 
the blowing up of international 
conferences. Venice in full colour 
and Eke, Somrnrer. Can't be bad, 

A FUNINY THING HAPPENED 
ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM. 

(UN/ TED AR rtsrs), 
A'RS« ZEr O MOSTEL. PHIL 

SILVERS. BUSTER KE'ATON. 
MICHAEL CRAWNFORD. 

Directed by Richard Lester,rcho 
did both the Beatles' films and 

lr 
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Mike Crawfordl: funniest 

"Tire Knack", so this one is really 
wild! efdapied from an ancient 
Roman farce by Plautus, it's made 
a t'ery successful Broadway aria 
London nrutical ... lots and lots of 
gorgeous slaves to look at and 
three of the filmiest men in the 
business. 

NOT WITH 1M WIFE YOU 
DON'T (WARNER) 
STARS GEORGE G. SCOTT 
VIRNA LIST. 'TONY CURTIS, 
1. The old eternal triangle with 

' i1 ; 'N, it I I r Iff 

George C. ,Scott and Tony Currsrs 
competing for the hand of Vim. 
list: Unfortunately Ton' Cutts 
happens to be married to her, so 
he's not too pleated to be pocked 
Out of the say on an expedition 
to, the arctic, while George C. 
Scott takes his wife oo on a trip to 
Rome, Tony realises the danger of 
this sitwation on y just in tinge, .Al 

forsakes his survival course lb 
make a thrilling, lour -let cl film 
to Rome, where he arrives in time 
to avert disaster.' But not before 
George C. Scott (remember him as 
General lack D. Ripper in lint'. 
Stra gelotva" ?) has. stolen the show. 

Tony Curtis-to'o 'late 
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The prettiest nightwear 
can conjure up he 
wildest of dreams, 
as RAVE found oúr an 
location with not only 
the dreamiest, but 
also the most 
unusual, nightwear. 

1 

Sleep -walking in a 
soft, brushed nylon 
nightie, price 391.11d, 
évaYab e by post 
from Nealaroeur, 
12-14 Ctipitone Street 
London, V.I. 
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Sweet dreams 'in a 
cosy all -in -One 

stretch towelling, 
jump suit edged in 
delicate lace, price 
69s. 11d. Available 1 
by post from, 
Neatawer. ' 
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These super cotton 
lace pyjamas with 
midriff top and 
bell-bottom trousers 
could turn your 
night into day, price 
79s. 11d. Available 
by post from 
Neatawear. 
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A stairway to the 
stars discovered in a 

stretch towelling 
'body' suit, price 

. .` .i 
59s. I Id. Again, 1+ . " available by post 
from Neatawear. ; ,; 
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What nightie for a 
tit N-c tJ 

''trrtrti-nr,r{h{it. and 
/iegln', front 1) it 
1'erkl,r , l+fice 8 . I Id. 

A touch of fantasy 
for a dri4p nr of while 
n)li+n 1.14=,1l4u1d with 
navy c s, by 
Dorot, Perkins, 
p:ice t. 11d. 
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ere' -s the competition of the year! Win a wild weekend in Now 
York, be the guest of Paramount Pictures. visit all the latest clubs 

and discotheques, and to remind you of this exciting holiday,, 
capture it all on film ubth the Polaroid "Swinger" camera! For the 
winner also receives one of those great cameras, plus fifty-two rolls 
of film! What's more, fifteen runners-up will each receive a "Swin- 
ger" camera,, plus two rolls of filml 
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All you have to do lis to Ilist, In order of attraction, the pic- 
tures of Ann -Margret (shown above as she appears in the film 
"The Swinger"). 1 or instance, if you think picture 13 is the 
most attractive, put 6 In the box labelled 1 on the coupon, 
and .so on. Yos also have to tell us, in not more than 25 
words; why you would like 'to spend a weekend in America.. 
Send your entry to RAVE, Swinger (Competition, tab Long 
Acre, London, W,.C,.99. Closing date: February 1st '11967. 
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E SWINGER: 

1 

Is a fantastic new camera which does 
what you've always wanted a camera to 
do actually gevellow., the film on 
the spot within a few seconds of you 
taking the pictuie! Film costs 15s:. 1d. a 
roil and the camera costs only £9 19s. 6d. 

THE SWINGER: 
Is a wild comedy film starring Ann.. 

Mar ¡ret and Tonl Franclosa. It tells the 
%tory of a "nice" girli (Ann -Margret) who 
writes a shocking book for a magazine- 
written entirely from imaginatiOn and a 
Ipil'e of cheap paperbacks! The frten's 
showing in London now! 

11111 .1 
RAVE January 1967 

L- SWINGER CrOPTPETITIaN 

u 
1 

u 

NAME 

ADDRESS= _ 

AGE'=. 

Why 'I would like to spend a wild weekend do America: 
(not more than twentrflve words): 

I tenslder the most attraCtiare pictures, In order, o! Ann.l rpret are: 
Or instance. lif row think picture Et Is the ,nett attractive, put 8 An the 
boi labelled I, and so on.) 
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Alan Freeman meets Dennis 'iilson and Bruce JohDston,'t the leach Boys' 

PlUME' i11IiVISTERS i pftp 
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The Beach Boys are the Prime Ministers of Pop Music in 
America. And though it's a coincidence that two of their mem- 
bers, Dennis Wilson and Bruce Johnston have surnames simi- 
lar to both Britain's and America's Prime Ministers, it's no 
coincidence that they both found themselves in Alan Freeman's 
penthouse flat discussing the future of pop music. 

Iwas looking down at the rainswept 
London streets far below my apart- 

ment, wishing I was back in Australia, 
when my secretary put her head 
around the door and announced that 
a couple of the Beach Boys were com- 
ing up for drinks. 

So, since I wouldn't be making the 
bronzing -at -Bondi scene this season, 

r. I settled gratefully for this breath of 
fresh air from California. 

Bruce Johnston arrived first and 
stretched luxuriously on the sofa with 
t contented "yeaahh!" 

As soon as the Beach Boys arrived in 
England, they were plunged into the 
feverish rehearsing and travelling of 
their British tour routine, leading off 
with a string of crowded receptions 
and conferences. 

"I just came straight from one," 
Bruce said. "The people I talked to 
were fine and asked very intelligent r questions about our music. But every- 
one was sweating. They'd all dressed 
for dinner. Except me. I dressed for 
supper. It was like being in a green- 
house. I got out as soon as I could. 
The others are back at the hotel 
cooling off." 

He took a long pull at his drink. "We 
were careful at first," he went on. 
"We thought people might be waiting 
for us to say something and building 
it 'up so that it wouldn't sound too 
good to English ears. But there wasn't 
anything like that at all. We found that 
people were on our side. The Press 
boys even asked for autographs. 

"And when we played our opening 
concert it was marvellous to have an 
audience that wanted to listen to the 
lyrics. They all quietened down and 
went `sssh' when we did `Graduation 
Day'. 

"The scene sure is changing. We 
expected screamers and a groupy look, 
but everybody had more of what we'd 
call in the States a college look. I think 
it's wild that over here audiences to- 
day want to listen, whereas when we 
were in Germany, I don't think any- 
body ever heard us. It was just one 
big, endless scream, scream, scream. 

"In Vienna it was the same. Un- 
believable. You know how the things 
on our later albums are more musical, 
more grown-up. It seems crazy that 

when they come into the hall they 
make so much noise that they can't 
hear what they've paid to listen to. 

"I guess screaming in England has 
settled down into a nice, conservative 
kind of activity. It doesn't stop audi- 
ences digging the vocal tricks in the 
slow numbers." 

The Beach Boys have been re- 
ported as spending up to ninety hours 
recording "Good Vibrations". 

Bruce shook his head. "That's not 
quite true. Suppose we were painters 
working on that picture up there." He 
nodded at the modern portrait above 
my fireplace. "We might spend a few 
hours doing the head, a few more on 
the arms and so on. Well, if we added 
all the hours up it would seem like a 

lot of days. But in fact, the work 
would be spread out. 

"It's true that we spent a big part 
of our time doing the track. I'd say 

about eighty per cent of it. Vocally, 

'Good Vibrations' wasn't that much 
harder to do than any of the other 
records, but the track has to be right, 
the feeling has to be right to get us to 
do the vocal properly. 

Wrong Release 

"Actually, 'God Only Knows' was 
prematurely released," Bruce dis- 
closed. "We planned to release 'Good 
Vibrations' ahead of it, but Brian was 
disappointed with his tracks and we 
weren't ready to do the vocal in time." 

Bruce dived across to the piano to 
illustrate the Beach Boys' follow-up, 
"Heroes and Villains". 

"Tell me about Brian Wilson," I 

said. 
Bruce shrugged. "I look at Brian 

and I never know what's going to 
happen." He was silent for a moment. 
Then he said, "Look, I had better tell 
you all about the Beach Boys first. 
That way it'll be easier to understand. 

"I've been with the Beach Boys al- 
most two years. I was in college when 
they were first formed and had their 
first local hit..New Year's Eve 1962 

they played their first professional 
concert. The Wilsons are all from 
Hawthorn, ,which is a suburb about 
ten miles from Los Angeles." 

"I've heard," I said. "A sort of 
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Wimbledon -on -Sea isn't it ?" 
"Uh-huh. Well, I became a record 

manager at CBS and I got to hear the 
first things the Beach Boys did. I 
thought they were groovy, but after a 
year or so all of a sudden their harmony 
started expanding. I became a big fan. 

"I have a fairly decent ear, so I got 
to know the chords and the parts and 
everything. One day Brian and the 
others were to go to New Orleans to 
start a tour, but he was sick and 
couldn't go. So Mike Love phoned me 
to see if I could help find him a stand- 
in. 

"There was only a hour before his 
plane, and I phoned around every- 
where I knew, but I couldn't find any- 
one. So Mike said, 'Why don't you 
come instead of Brian?' 

"I said, 'Me? But I don't play bass. 
I play electric piano, and I haven't 
touched that in three years'. 

"Mike said, 'Come on anyway'. So 
I went down to New Orleans for two 
weeks, playing at huge concerts to 
maybe ten thousand people. When I 

got back to L.A. the Beach Boys asked 
me again, and that was it. I threw up 
my record job and I've been with them 
ever since." 

Bruce Disagrees 

Bruce talked maturely and realisti- 
cally about his relationship with the 
rest of the group. "Let me say this. I 

don't agree with the Wilsons' personal 
philosophy. I'm an opportunist and 
I'm greedy on a sensible level. I take 
every kind of advantage, which they 
don't. So does Mike Love. Mike's a 

lot cooler. 
"But the others don't like to hustle. 

Time means nothing to them. I think, 
here's something that'll bring another 
fifteen or twenty thousand dollars, but 
as often as not they'd rather sit home 
than do a concert. Some of them have 
houses up on Beverly Hills." 

I said, "With a house in Beverly 
Hills I might be tempted to sit home 
myself." 

"Okay," Bruce said. "But if they 
were normal Americans they'd only 
have two weeks off a year. The rest of 
the time they'd be making money." 

Thinking back, it struck me how 
miraculously smooth and crisis -free 
the Beach Boys' ascent has been ... as 
steady, certain and well -cushioned as 
a trip to the top of the world in a 

golden cable -car. None of the hard- 
ship, hunger and struggle for a hearing 
that the Beatles and other British 
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Dennis: he looks as if he belongs on a piano stool ! 

groups endured. The Beach Boys, 
more than anyone in music today, 
represent the dawn of a true pop tech- 
nology, complete with Brian the Brain 
researching. ever -wilder sounds in his 
laboratory. The Beatles, perhaps, 
represent the last of the era of groups 
whose songs start from heart rather 
than mind. 

The Beach Boys have never known 
failure of any kind. As earners they 
are second only to the Beatles. As they 
move in turn to the summit, the long 
reign of British stars may be ending. 

All the same, Bruce said, "I'd swop 
a lot of the Beach Boys' songs for just 
one 'Michelle'. If the Beatles hadn't 

gone through bad times their son gs 
wouldn't have the life and feeling 
have. 

"I guess I did a little struggling, Not much, just playing in rough bars and 
rock-and-roll joints when I was a kid, 
The rest of us, well, the only struggling 
they ever did was when they were still 
át college and carried in their own 
instruments a few times! 

"Don't misunderstand me. I'm not 
saying the Beach Boys aren't workers, 
Man, they work real hard. For hie years the style has gone on growing 
and maturing. 

"You know what I think? What's 
going to happen to the Beach Boys is 

that one day Brian Wilson will be the 
only one left. I'm sure that he's going 
to be like Stravinsky eventually. He's 
been recognised already for his genuis. 
He won't stay doing what he is. He'll 
go on to other things." 

Brian's status is already legendary. 
On my last trip to the States I was told 
about the extraordinary scenes that 
happen when he turns up at the 
recording studios in Hollywood. As if 
by some mysterious signal the beat- 
niks, the scroungers, the hangers-on, 
the acidheads and the hippy -hippy 
mob come out of their crevices to 
surround him. 

Brian's Headaches 

But he keeps clear of crowds and 
solemn discussions about music. "He 
was tired of all the talk and travelling 
two years ago," an American friend 
said to me. "Tired of having his head 

opened up by strangers wanting to 

know how he got his ideas and his 

effects. The Beatles' `Rubber Soul' 
was what jolted Brian up into the hills, 
and he's never come down. He gets 

headaches and sometimes he breaks 
appointments if he suspects it's going 
to lead to a meeting of world geniuses. 
And that's the real Brian Wilson 
behind the magic aura." 

The success of the Beach Boys goes 

once again to prove that real 
musicians, whether they play pop, 
jazz or in the London Philharmonic, 
are deeply tolerant, respectful and 
interested in each other's best work. 
Separate, shut-off little cults and clans 
are for followers, not for doers. 

Just then the phone rang. Dennis, 
rested after the steamy reception, was 

on his way over by car. He arrived 
twenty minutes later. 

Uncool Dennis, emotional say -what - 
I -think Dennis, coming on strong and 
straight to upset many a well-meaning 
but pretentious questioner, was 
guarded and quiet during his first 
week in England. 

"After a féw days here," he said, 
"we all looked at each other and 
thought, `Things have changed a lot 
here. London is deep.' I've been to a 

lot of places-Paris, Munich, all over. 
When I was in France I felt like I was 

in the American's Europe. But 
England is a separate place, very 
individual, 'very smart. You have 
trouble getting ice -cubes here, but 
other than that it's great." 

Bruce said, "You ever seen an 
Englishman trying to get English beer 

in America? Wherever you go, you 
have to miss something." 

Dennis had been sitting down for 
about two minutes when he was 
affected by the urge that seems to 
overtake any Beach Boy who finds 
himself in the same room as a piano. 
He got up and went over to it like a 
plane comes in to land. And he sat 
there playing and talking as if he 
belonged on a stool instead of an 
armchair. 

"When you talk to people on the 
phone back in the States you can't 
wait to get off. It's really quick. But I 
was talking for seven hundred dollars 
yesterday, long-distance. I wish Brian 
could have made it over for this trip. 
But when he decides he's going to 
write, that's it. He stays and writes." 

I said, "That's something else that's 
changing. Two years ago someone who 
stayed back to work instead of raving 
it up would have been thought of as a 

bit draggy. Now he's respected." 
Dennis shook his head. "You never 

hear Brian saying anything is a .drag. 
If something goes wrong he doesn't do 
the cool bit. He says, Wow, what a 

bringdown'." 

No Sexual Bit 

One English friend who worked in 
Hollywood for a while describes him 
as a genuine eccentric, as precise as an 
old lady in keeping his ideas and the 
creative scene in order. 

I asked Dennis why he thought the 
Beach Boys had created such an 
explosion on the European scene and 
built up such a strong impact on 
intelligent young people the world over. 

"I guess," he said, "it was because 
we were into the music and not into 
the sexual bit." This probably ac- 
counts for complaints by British music 
paper critics that there was "sóme- 
thing missing" in the Beach Boys' 
stage appearances here. The something 
was elegantly and rather hypocritically 
defined as "flame" and "magic". What 
was meant, of course, was the sexual 
exploitation of the audiences. It just 
didn't happen, because the Beach Boys 

had managed to lift pop music to the 
point where it didn't need frenzy. 

But real sex appeal is by no means 
out in the States, according to Dennis. 
"Mick Jagger is still the biggest over 
there," he said. 

By the time the boys got up to go 
back to their hotel to prepare for the 
next day's travelling, there was no 
mistaking that here was one of the 

great phenomena of the Sixties in music. 
The Beach Boys were no longer a neat 
line-up in surf shirts, but a formative 
force led by a genuine and adventurous 
innovator. 

Through these young Californians, 
it looked as though the same kind of 
breakthrough in taste and profes- 
sionalism that had pumped new vigour 
into the theatre and film world was 
beginning to happen in pop. 

Today the in -names in the Holly- 
wood of the record business are not 
people who have got themselves well 
known for wearing far-out gear and 
being seen in the right night spots and 
discos. Their reputations are based on 
substance, enterprise and hard work. 

Maybe the Beach Boys will cause a 
lot of rethinking here about the easy, 
careless and imitative values that have 
been going into a lot of British groups' 
work. Maybe it will end the harking - 
back to other eras, the revivals of the 
blues, of ancient rock, the confused 
discontent with one's own times that 
causes Mods to go around looking like 
little Victorian grannies or cloaked 
Edwardian colonels. 

The sounds the Beach Boys have 
produced so far couldn't belong to any 
period but the Sixties. The originality 
of their output, and its universal 
acclaim, show that there is a truly 
wonderful chance for a group that is 
happy to stay in its own time -slot and 
use its opportunities in a modern way. 

In fact, pop -pickers, it looks as if the 
quality bit is at last under way. And 
that can't be too soon for me. 

Till next month. Stay bright! 

i 

Bruce: newest Beach Boy 
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Real antique glasses 
that fold up and tuck 
away In your top pockets 
From t;:entry (Male 
Boutique, 23 New Row 
London, W.,C.2'. Avail- 
able on request, plaices 
dram £2. 

Silk hand'kerchief 
in purple with 
w'tiite lace edging. 
A real rave glm- 
Wick..Al'sso from 7 Gentry Male. 
Avaitabl by post. 

rice 10 .6d. 

T 
Tic in printed' 
velvet that will do 
up in a large knot 
that looks Like a 
cravat. From Cue, 
price 30s. 

Crazy suit In 
mauve corduroy 
with long, two vont 
Jacket and stal ht 
cat trouser9: 
Designed by 
Robert Simon of 
Paul's Boutique, 
39 and 47 Carnaby 
Street, London, 
W,1. Price 15 Ons. ' 

L, 

egency -tie 
boots with ñ viide 
wclttround the sole. L 

In contrasting 
loather. From 
Steve 'Topper, 
Camaby Street, 
London, W,1. 
Price 89c.11d. Also 
available by post. 

Pink, candy -stripe 
shirt from Cue art 

Austin Reed, Regent 
Street. London, W.1. 
Price £3 5s. Also 
available by G'4tt. 
Like most shirts from 
Cue, It has a high 
collar and is waisted' 
to fit the body. 
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RAVE artist Dennis repods on the boys" fashion scene. 

DlEIVIS-ISMS 
El you= new get some terrific salvers is a wow in the clubs, fro.n Adam. \''.1, i,giy 
Street, London. W.I. 

.Boys' fishiou has picked op a Sri.' trend of eir:in-fronted shoes, o y en the boys' Ohocs, the chains arc much 
vier. 

Latest for winter wear is the long, !o 
overcóat. 'Expenslye new,, but you can get -an ex -Naval; one from any surplus 
store, and remove the braiding. They're double breasted and look grey I 

Favourite, style in jumpers 
crew -neck type worn fairly loose. 
Must be in pastel! Dolours (lilac 
pink, and blue). 

_important news. for all those wearing 
guards" jackets or contetnplating burin one-the law now is that you must rema e 
the decorative. buttons and sew on yor 
own plain ones.. They're still . very m rich 
rave, by the way, I Latest' look in, lulls are .coat-suitbs e a 'thirties st le, wit high waist land 
lonevents. There is a concealed butt 
at the waíc/ for a tight fit. Favourite 
cloth is twilled wool. 

Denim is the thing for rainCO is n It's specially treated to make It weeer-' proof and is fastened by a large rip, vfth 
zipped breast Pockets too. Worn Usually 
thrée-quarter length. 

The latestin skirts are those which you 
tritium,' suit, í:»th the sure fabric repeated 

on the collar. Can look redly smart. 
The Small Faces are among many 

tin,g-uished customers .« ho have visited 
swinging hair stylist's near I_ ,)radon's Carnal," 
Street. It's called Apollo liairdresaing 

t 7 Kingly Street, Londun, W.'. They ,,i a 
some really good styles at 'low ,prices 

'Ravers in London are Lnow wear] n _ genuine demob suits! Some three piece ones are avallalble.fiir £10 ea 
from Mel Wheeler of. The 38, 38' 
Church Street, Londºlrtp', hf,.k .8_ It'I 

II cost you about 30s., extra to h, them taken in. The trousers are a 
baggy: 
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1l+ckod llhN greasy r problem' 
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NI IN Mg RE Mimi ®I 1 0NEt1 
TotGeithy Males 12 New ROwa London'W.C.2. 
Please send me: 
Bold Stripe Cotton Shirt Red or Belnu on White 
Sr I Medium_ Largo , 19,1 
Hlpst& Denim Jeans-His or Hun 
State Waist Size In id Li, A...........:..: 35J. 
AN wool sweater shirt In Ok Grey. ¡Flannel. Navy, Bottle Green 
and Amber. State si<o. . ,.......... Colour .......... ...:_ Also In Br l. 
Nylon In GoId;,Oliye_ State site,. ,_:_._:_.colaur._,_,_ 41j6 
9A0 ern paisley Ties in Coral. Ulue Brown: 
Kipper IIdth, ._. Colour...:_.._._. _. 17'5 
Standard VPldtll,.._,.....__.: Colour_.. _._._._.. S - 
Polo Neel, Wool Sweater In, Flannel, Stone or Clack 
His or Hors Stato Size only 34 6 
Union J.agk Hank Nio. Redd. f each 
Stars and Stripes Hank lo. Req.,N. each 
(Fantastic Watch Work Clrn..Unks 
Aggress 1` across No. Regd. t6¡- Pal 
Aapekes include po .tave and packing. Money bac11 guarantee 

enclose chequeIp.o. rev L a. d. 
Name (DDJocA ktieea please) 
Address - 

N 

, 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

,1 

IPA 
WWI leather fasten- 
ing straps enQ luls 

Q, 
\ 

"t J- 
Courtelis¡woor in 
lrith; neir.ratOn Id,'(` + 

tasort. k 
VIOLET ( ) ,/É 
EMERALD (2) I 

VIVID RED (3) 

1, 

l 

1 ` 1 

NAVY (4) 

Gegnnt.ed Vuledb. 
able. YES-and 
PERIPAMENTLY 
PLEATED. 

34', 34', 38 sn4 
40' hips 

)9'o G,B. 

By TREND 
SETTERS 
LEADERSiN YOU 
KIND Of `. 
CLOTHES 

rMclpte, P.O. for 39fó. Peru* a send roe 
o.r Hspirtr Kilt.l:onrr bstk twr,n= 
e if garment returnee e.ltdn 7 days. 

8,116. 

MONEY 
ÑLJUNDLD 

if r401 
APPROVED 

MOM 11 

NAME 

ADD RE 

,./......... ...... , 5 Ne. 

,1:..,............~.:... H.p Slte 

- - 
TRIENID SETTERS (Leeds) ' 

OLYMPIA WORKS. ROW.DNAT RD., II 

LEEDS. 8. YORKS. Tel: LEEDS 4 82S'I I 

OvitV6//41 DL 
IIFORE IU 

It's VI W E R 

than NEW ! 

in 
RED CHECK (I) 
WI,NQi 
CAMS L ,. l 
NAVY , (1) 
tnuthon.c sKilt 
effect for OnIp 

39'6 
Inc postage 

34 36' and 
3E' Sipe 

MONEY 
REW1 D(D n, 
NOT APPROVED 

By TREND 
SETTERS 
LEADERS IN YOUR 
KIND OF CLOTHES 

I enclose P.tr1ór 11,6 P ease tend ar.r. 

your Wool .ns_rore Kilt. honey lack 
garanuc if garment, eiurned trrth.e 
7 dari. R.19. 

i 

NAME tw >,.,... .mm .:_. 
A"JDRESS:..:....,..:... .1.111:..: 

........................_...:_... Colour No, 

Hip S.l 

I l= n1 11=10- r In um mi maw I II,® ttlti P-0 I I 

TREND SETTERS (Leeds) 
OLYMPIA WORKS, Rotund/N.y Road, 

I.iredt 8, Yorks Tel; LEEDS 5503I 
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1 Y~PNE DAYS IN THE LWE- OF A. POP LLIJE -, 1, Georgic Fame at Saville l heatre, Lon- -2. The Move hope to be in Rome for' 
don, in "Fame In '67", till 9th. Also appear- 2 -week to make TV. film and play l- 4ee'k 
ire, are Julie Fella, Cat Steven , the at the Pi; I's Club, Alan Sown Set .now in 
Fourrnost and Sounds Inc. Brian Auger Beieiu ta. and Jt jc Driscoll 3 -weeks i: Milan. 

2. fbrtunei return to Britain from South American Festival in Columbia Alan Boron Set to Switzerland, near Zermatt for l0 -days. 

23. >'ew 1X'alker Brothers single out thta. month. Cilla Brack and Frankie' Ilowerd at the Prince of Wales fheatre in "Way nut In Picct.,illy". 
13, Th. Who pt.iying in Kirkby tonight, Sonny Stitt at Leeds, and Mary Wells arrive% for a 4 week visit. 

3. Chiffons here for the whole month. l toUies and Herman's Ikem, in on tour in U.S. k. 
It. The Bachelors still in panto at cncster Opera lion e, Sonny Suitt Manchester for days. 

.1. Ne.c Cat Stc ens single out soon. Gerry and th. Pacemakers in ",Aladdin" at Southampton G1i a aoau till the 15th, 

S. Seeker Athol Guy 27 today. Ronnie Seott's Club hopes to have Roland Kirk back this month 

6» General release of Cliff and Shadows' film, "Finders Keepers". New Vaudeville Rand touring Scotland for 4-d.,ys. 

IS. Donovan gives an atte noon concert, at the troy .,1 A ,tart Hall. 

24. Who hoping for 2 -week trip to Italy at the end of this m onth- 

23, Ihily Stewart here in a couple of d,;,} this time allying until frcbruary 12th.. fl tcel 'ho play t the Orchid 8a11room, Purley. 

2t1, Fats Domino due In for his airs; visit today here till February 6th. 

16. Ray Phillips of the Nashville Teens today. Gerry and the Pacemakers for 1 -week at the Guildford Odeon -- 
27. Nedra Talley o1 the Rarantes. 21 today. The .Meraeys play at the Top Spot, Roes_ ontWye. 

17. Dave Ballinger of the Barron Knights 26 today. 

7»New 1V. series,"Doddy's l.lusic Box"- with Ken-starts today. Suppatcd to be on same lines its Thank Your ,, inky Stars 

8. Hives Pres ey 32 today" Sonny Stitt, alto 
II 

and tenor sax star, at the Marquee. 

28. Dkk Taylor ut t to Pretty 'l pings 24 today ITt_ l` -our lops play at the Royal \lbcrt rat , and The .Mcrscys arc at the Birmingham Plaza and W'12 ballrooms, 
18. Ptn.-c':on's Colours and Johnny Hallyday start out on big European tour, 

29, Mark Wynter 24 and Peter Jay 23 to- day. 1'hc Four 'Tops play at the I iverpoot Empire, 

19. Phil Everly 28 today! Cliff and the Shadows still in panto at the London Palladium-"Cinderella". 

9. Another big idol, Scott Engel, ,is 23 today, happy birthday Scott? 

10. Bob Lang of the Mindbendrrs 20 to. day. MI this week, Paul Jones at the Doter Vita Club, Newcastle. 

11. Magic Lanterns off to Paris ro him with Brig -rte Bar dot!. 

20. Eric Stewart of the Mindbenders 22 today and Lem Lubin of Unit Pour t 2, ?31 Junior tit ate! and the A i Stars here for IQ -day visit. 

21. Long John Baldry 20 tor: ay, happy birthday "Cuckoo". Sonny Stitt at the Cue Club, Lundeen 

22. 1 -or he whole of this month, Dusty Sprtngttcld and Paul & 11.1rry Ryan in "Old King Cole", Liverpool Empire. 

30. Stews Marriott 20 today, and the Four Tops ride on to the Leeds Odeon. 

----r =_--- 

31. The Four Tops play their last concert of this month át Newcastle City Ilan. If you haven' caught their great act yet, look otit for more dates in the Feb.::.ary diary! 
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Look 
what can happen to you 

if you're a RAVE Girl! 
Joan Hinton from Horsey. 
Surrey, who won our RAVE 
Girl Competition, has now 
received all her prl=es, which 
included a fashion trip to 
Maly with RAVE and a course 
at Cherry Marshall's model 
school. 

W.re invited her to our 
photographic studio to 
photograph her with all her r prizes:: a super chunky cord 
coat and dress which she 
chose from Mary Qu'ent's 

i 

Above: Joan Hinton, 

v 

i 

'I 
Bazaar in Knightsbridge; a 
pair of "ballet shoe" slippers; 
a pair of buckle front, beige 
%atties.; a pair of elegant, 
black patent shoes and a fab 
pair rof beige leather boots 
chosen by her from Clark's 
Autumn shoe range. a Dis- 

'' catron record player, a vanity 
r - Case lull of Cheseborough- 

Ponds cosmetics, and arrange 
of Mary Quant's Model Girl 
make-up. 

This picture also marked 
the end of a terrific session at 
Vidal Sassoon's (where sty 
lest Joshua styled a complete 
new RAVE cut for her); a r 

i 
wild week-end in London; a 

f night out with Radio London 
star D,J Tony Blackburn, at 
the Scotch of St, James to see 
Ben E,, King; a trip to Tiles 
where Joan had a facial at the 
Face place and was pre- 
sented on stage with her 
vanity case and cosmetics 

photographed at the RAVE studios withher prizes (and had to to thedge a dan»; 
competition into the bargain.y 
a meeting u.ith the Walker 
Brothers. Not forgetting the 
t50 cash! 

Bellow: a night out with Joan is now looking for- 
ward to starting a whole new 

Radio London D. J. career as a fashion model. ' a Tony Blackburn Look out for her In RAVE! 
. ---5, 

"v. 

1 
r, 

"1 ' 
Cash prize! A £50 cheque from Walker Brothers 

John and Scott 

i 

t! 
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sINkU1A SINGS MUSIC FOR PLEASUfE 

Twelve superb tracks from the wo+rldts 
most popular entertainer, nine b!' thorn 
backed by the famous Nelson Riddle 
Oiehe-stra 

THEM 
AT YOUR 
RECORD 
DEALER 

TODAY 
OR POST 
THIS 
u0 P N 

1 

Aztzr1- , 

ai 

FOR ONLY 

s f 

i 
IU 1~111=011 11 1=111 ltl 

To: Dept. SAC 220, ODHAMS BOOKS 
LTD.,, 'BASTED. SEVENOAKS. KENT 
PPoave lush mu (UcR v chevor .a PPliCable) 
CLIFF BENNETT = WOW(YOU WILD 1 

¡I s/= r,erueup pac*ape anyport#f 
SINATRA SINGS h'USIC FOR PLIFASURE 

¡14/-Mttt'din patlnGke,andpozdap 
antl¡a M FREE lit; or all v»:: for Psuro dales El 
1 enclose Chcquo)P.O. No.. .... .. Amount 

DAME. ,...., 
ADDRESS... 

s 

EACH 

li 

411.1-1-12 

MI Ph 

CLIFF BLM If ETT - DA PIN' YDU WILD 

A new WOW LP from Ghart=busting 
Cliff Bennett and the Rebel Rouser,. 
12 wonderful n.umbuts -a awl ig¡n,D 
boost to your parties 

1 

Music for Pleasure, 

Gr._ 
r 
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'A RAVE look at what's happen 

Great idea that's catching on in 
Germany is thta teenage train = ! . that 
is, a train full of teenago_s. German 

Railways lay on a special train called 
the Teenage Express, with a number 
of open cars. For £1 a head you get a 

special excursion to a favourite holi- 
day spot, oh a train that has been 
converted info a travelling dance hall,. 

Groups and recorded music play for 
the whole journey. and Dust in case 
you 'haven't had enough dancing by 
the time you get there, there'susually 
a special dance .ganged at the desti- 

I' 

Bran: nonsense pose 

e 
Nuf 

I 

ring on the general scene 

nation! With drinks and food laid on, 
and a travelling film show for those 
who get too tired, the whole scheme 
has proved a wild success. John 
o'Groats to Land's End, anyone? 

Another thing catching on in Gerreanv 
is Nazi -ism. And it seems unfortunate that 
controversial Stone, Brian Jonn should 
have picked this particular momeaát in time 
to pose for photographs in SS uniform 
and jack boors: Brian himself says "The 
,sense of it is that there is no sense in it gat 

alt!" But we must say, they aren't the best 
publicity pictures he could have had taken, 
are they? Ask yourself what you think, or 
better still, ask your dad. 

Mick Jagger seems to have the sort 
of face that people like to paint; but 
some people paint it more than 
others. Mrs. Elsa Smith, a F r e i 

teacher from (Dartford, Kent, has 
palntedlhim n ore than fifty times, and 
hat, evon rated a thank -you from the 
Stones! 

You're alII heard' of Rent-a=Croed? 
Weill, in this racer's Ige it's getting it bit 
more specialised. P oí+ if you're got any - 
(War, to shout abotat, you can Rent -a- 
Picket. Rent-a.Pic&cl ant hire you a Wield 
line complete with bill boards, (Bearded mei 
extra). How about "Down with Mini 
Skirts'', or "I Elate Tchaikoisky". Or may- 
be you. cot ltd picket tlw girl who stole your 
boyfriend and thus get 'hint back. It has been 
dome: Mat a,' ay to get rid of your frustra- 
tions and grievances . . . It's not acorn= 
rncrcicai concern, it's a social, service! 

Ire Are'rica, where they go in for match- 
ing dogs to their owners (or is It the other 
way round?), they've really excelled theta - 

Wirt a weekend in America, Here 
are the rules for entry. 

Entries must be written In ink. Proof 
of poono will not be accepted a'. proof 
of delivery. No responsibility can be 
accepted for coupons lost, mislaid or 
delayed before or After delivery, nor can 
coupons in any way mutil'.tled or altered 
be accepted. Entries receivod after the 
closing dale. February 1st, 1967, Will not 
be eligible: Employees of the proprietors 
of RAVE magazine, Paramount Pictures 
an Polaroid (U.K.) Lid , or any of their 
r ubsidiary or associated companies, end 
members of employees' families are not 
eligIblc. The decision of the judges is 
final. No correspondence can be entered 
into. 
Judptrl3 Ian Gilmour of Polaroid (U.K.) 
Ltd George Sidney, prod taco r.dlrecto of 
the film "The Swlnper".,, and the Editor 
of RAVL 

J 

1 

selves. These glasses (below) are supposed 
to he for watching people. Who are they kid. 
ding ?The funny thing is that the dog loops 
so cheerful ,... or is hc just putting on a breve 
face? It must be difficult behind those 
monster pop glasses: Other variations arc 
ZOOM and SOCK. Though we're inclined 
to think that a more suitable one for the 
dog would be WOOF! 

Next month, don't miss RAVE what- 
ever you do. For, helped by a computer, 
we will find the ideal boy fir you! 1 ell 
your friends and place your orders now. 
Ideal boyfriends next month by computer! 

1 

Í ,_` ," 

1 

J 

The U.S. rave- 
monsteit pop 

glasses 
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THAT 
MA,_) 

It's not 
your SIM 

A ttienDtt explains: TOP,tiTOl 111114 

twit pt+ttlls1ifie t1gte.7 t;r itdt ar-a 

MIL II,'üI :uid,p taut! Nslr L'M,liw 
bloke Ili Miry : úf-cY te «l1Mt t1 tot 
at1 isoltr f-;nepR,, EM a U vte Cerrr 

icor Wet .It e1 etep be t 

.srcleqtlhetltNs,voiitetto,It3tÓ 
) 1 , 1-p1340!0 tscit+,i 1CdIl1pM 
lit tkaiea ma -41/4M. err ctiGt 4f iCM 
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On te am rah.ocr IltgirhD:.o or tree 
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>-.id fu WNrisl Faur 

e'rhltr M. t ]I. 
Of .t C3N 01 d-3to, .egt'0 

am am - 
biter 1a5o1ataoiri I.r"Itee t 
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STRAIGHT' 

CIGARKTfE 
TR ihiS 

VIOLET (N) 

WINE (2) 
(ROYAL (3) 

BROWN (4) 

£4í19.e 
Inc. postage G.B. 

34' to 42' hips 

By TRÉ 'ID 
SETTERS 

HONEY }` LEADERS IN 
REFUNDED \ YOUR KIP O OF 
11 NOT AUPfl0YYEO ' CLOTHES 

I.ntrot. P.O lo. (4.19.4. Pleats +end own 
your Cord Trcutev Stilt. Money back I 

guarani*. If garment c.turner within 
1 days, R.NS. 

NAME.,.,,.., E.....,...................._......-.....--, 

ADDRESS...........,,...,,...,, -.-n 
.....,_.........,.... ...,...__... COLOUR t,io. 

USE ELOCX LETTEIIS 

TREND SETTERS (Leeds) 
OLYMPIA WORKS, ROUNOHAY RD 

LEEJD 8. YORKS. ToL _EEDS4S81S1 

iHIP álZf I 

u 

i 

, 

PI P"bh /JP IT 
'ow to loi r'r, Better ) flau 

-JOYCE WILKINS 

This lighthearted and witty book puts the fun 
back Into driving and takes you through the excite- 
ments, the elations and the occasional rnlsories of 
learning to drive. Illustuanted by ,RüsselI Brockbahk. 

"I recommend this book-for its humour arid for 
its practical hints on driving from which even a 
man might benefit" 

Peter Grosvenor, Daily Express. 

160' pages-Ist Paperback Edition, Bs. 6d. 

FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER or by post 
9s. 6d. from 

GEORGE NEWNES LTD,., 

Tower House, Southampton St., London W.c.2. 

NEW 
UI I The HIPSTER 'with the 

FANTASTIC 
, FmT r, 

r 

' ___ ti 

VIOLET to' 
meet (I) .¿ 
ROYAL (3) 
CROWN (4) + t 

CorduroN 

xt 
4 button front 

(fastening 
(adluetaMe) 

1s+ )4'to42- ipr 

3 9'6 
Inc. pottage G. 

Inirty nErul-,UED IF NOT APPROíED 

IBy TR ENID SETTE S 
LIAOERI IN YO11r? MAD OF cIOTMEs 

Aril!'* P.O. for 39,'l. Pleate lend ins 
your New Cor4uror Hipttmrt. Money' 
beck g,.ationc.. ill ,tit -,tnt ,-.tuMGt1 
w.thin 7 dare. R 17, 

NAPE_ .... ..11111.1 44.114 41114~ 

ADDRESS 

,,.............11....,....:.:,,_: .:. 

-: ... ............................... 

USE If1LOG( LITTERS 

TREND SETTERS diked$) 
OLYMPIA WORKS. RouE,d Flay Ad 
Limit. O. Yorhi. Tel: LEEDS 4S3]Se 

-..t*I' 

.VICalP.3~11. 
121)Clka3Per 

f 
IPERMANENTILY PLEATED 
fN COURTIELLE WOOL 

TARTAN 

1 
AutPentic Tana.af 
Mt--INNIO , g 7 

Grean, aKEEIw DOULAS (taw' 
cn j tad MtKAY 

SNarliauk). 

\ WAKT SIZES: 14'.16'.18-1` n'.;1: 

) Limit hi trallabte: 
14Y 2r. 

21' . 1r.. «r.I 

Mow! ezzlá Cy'+Sine' 

Please send.__ 
In ..,, ....- 
Waist site ... 

OR. i....-,..: __ 

Super putlp. 
withwiden 
enrd heft, r 
444Ckni 
Pleat* an414 
out truing. 

e Alie 

I lost 3$. 
.&N. 

Phase saes b. 
COIaMr chow 

SKIRT(S) - (colour) 
L e tugth 

Name :..:,». 
A.ddrets 

.sue 
:..... -., . 

ELDON t:NTIºRPRIS[S 
I I. Eiden 5g., N3wcaatle spo,o T.r¢ 



)ilny Way flat You 
Viant Me'. Troggs 

!Fantastic release from 
the trawls! 

it opens very quietly, 
then along comes Reg and 
oodles off lovely cello 
noises and a beat that juat 
na a its way into your 
bra n. 

It's 'completely different 
from anything tle-Troggs 
hav Q done before, being 
much micro "'gentle' and 
subtle. it"s also a no. I, 

Happy Jack. The Who 
This is a Pete Towrnshend 

compositions all about a 

d 

1 

_ 

q 

This is where we play the. new 'discs that: hrt the 
Charts -and tell you whether or not we rate 'them. 

J 

Kathi soon: his ;drum bashing macs a great disc 

small 'Man who lives in 
the sand In the isle of 
Man. So work that one out. 

Ro er Dal ry s -inging 
t plenty o` h I from a 

"la -1 la -ing" chorus, and 
tfiie a .tre shades of the old 
Who ás Keith Moon really 
gives his drums a bashing 
IF the background, Great 
disc. 

N'icolle. Gar-, James 
111 Very simplle this one,, 

again 
and down in t' zingthe ng up background., you probably 

won"! hoar It much, which 
is a pity, because ire. a re- 
cord' that noeds Ii ening 
to a lot to appreciate its' 

Isimple beauty, Very rem inl- 
.sce Rt of "Michelle".. 

The "tar of T ^ 
Show. Zoot Money 

.00t Money s sounds 
drunk on this number, 
which Isn't surprising!. 

It's siál-titled The 'La -La 
$o g" so that ifyouu guess 

i that 'ia-la's am heard a lot 
in It you'd! guess fight. 

N outstanding stuff 
for Zoot Money anyway. 

Slttcn' In The (Park. 
Georgié Fame 

Written by Billy Stewart 
of "Secret Love''" fame, 
this was taker! off Geor- 
g1e's recent LP, "Sweet 
Things". 

It's a mid -tempo number, 
sung -superbly by Georgic 
And Lae a fabullóus big 
band backing- Should run 
Into the Charts. 

Too Many Fish In The 
Sea. Young Rascals 
® 'The 'Young ¡Rascals -are 
one 'of America's ' new - 
wave' groups-everyone's 
$aviin+T about them.. Though 
±rive can't see much hap- 
pen'ingwiflt %hi . old Marvel- 
lettes number, ,we can 
see them following 'up the 
current successes of many 
Americans in the future. 

Mathuw And Sort. 
Cat Stevens 

Lots ' of brass on this 
MIko-m°ilurst produced disc. 
It's got a great rhythm go- 
ing On it and after you've 
heard it, it leaves, you with 

the same kind! of Wang - 
that 'Reach Out I'll Be 
There" did. 

Sunshine Superman. 
Donovan 

Here's Donovan riding 
high In the Charts with his 
long -delayed "Sunshine 
Superman". Proof of the 
power of the disc is its 
Immediate return to the 
Chart ,after Don's long ab- 
sence. What with this and 
"Mellow 'Yellow" on the 
way, we're betting that 
Don Won't disappear amain 
for i long time. 

Save Me. Dave Dee etc 
Another terrific disc from 

another group who improve 
all the time. 

A breezy, bouncy, Cho- 
rus stands out, and it looks 
like another long stay in 
the Charts for the lads from 
Salisbury,., 

De. inilier Than The 
Malle. The Walker 
Both r- 

NOT the official Walker 
Brothers' new single. The 
record company assure 
us. It's the 'title track from 
the film of the same name, 
and was written by Scott 
in conjunction with Johnny 
Franz. As expected, it 
sounds like a film record,. 

The flip, "Archangel'",,, 
written ib r Scott is much 
moro interesting. A big 
organ opens, diming you 
the impression you're In a 
church then comes Scott 
singling about silence. 

I Feel Free. The Cream 
Foot-tappi ig hand- 

clapping get-the-party= 
going type release from 
Eric, Ginger and Jack. 

Lyric is, all about feeling 
free, and should be assured 
of plenty of plays in the 
clubs, 

Tionovan; long-dclºycd disc rides 

. 
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Here we fell you about rave ideas in the fashion and pop world before 
they've really happened! 

Fur and yet more furl For 
those who prefer the hard 
stuff there's a new boutique 
opened at 125 Fulham Road, 
London called Wild Fur You. 
which sells nothing but 
second-hand fur coats. Any- 
thing in the fox, racoon, 
skunk range. Because they 
come from big second-hand 
fur traders In America, and 
because they've all been 
cleaned and renovated to 
look like new, they're more 
expensive than the average 
cast off fur-£12 to £40. 

D Yet another new club has 
opened up, the Bag O'tsiails, at 
9 Kingly Street, London, W.I . 
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Identi-knits 

Records are played most of the 
,time, with oeces'ional visits 
from U.S. stars and sups. 
Membership fee for a year is 
3 guineas, and then 10s, en- 
trance fee. Each member is 
allowed to take in. three guests. 
A very swinging club, licen cd, 
and well worth a visit! ' The Incadinc kit dress 
shimmers, crackles, sparkles, 
disturbs, creates attention, 
causes riots, stops traffic, 
blinds and deafens people. It 
comes In Irks.o pieces, whkh 
can be ironed with a very cool 
iron, and stuck together in 
five minutes with sticky tape. 
It's virtually indestructible ex- 
cept to a girl bah a sharp pair 
of scissors and the Imggination 
to see that a hem can Fie 

slashed shorter, hearts, flowers, 
stars, and moons cut In it and 
presents_wrapped in it when 
she gets'fed up with being the 
centre of attention! Made in a 

sort of plastic that looks like 
silver foil, it costs just 16s,, 
from most big London stores, 
or mail order from Adrian 
Marchant Ltd., Surbiton 
Studios, Britannia Road, Sur- 
biton, Surrey. 

la The party dress this winter 
is going to be the petticoat 
dress. Very skimpy and cling - 

worn without a bra. W'th 
matching stockings you can 
avoid that fleshy look that 
sometimes occurs with noth- 
¡ng dresses. If you can't match 
your stockings then dye a pair 
of nylons. 

3 John Carr Doughty, v.ho 
invented the pull -apart 
sweater dress, has come up 
with the most striking 
of sweaters. They're called 
Identi-knits, and are made in 
clashing colours and textured 
wools: But the most notice- 
able feature Is that every 
sweater has an abstract face 
worked into the design, hence 
the name. So if you're sick of 
your plain mini, skinny 
sweaters, try something a bit 
more daring. Identi.knits look 
great worn with a plain mini 
skirt. And keep your eyes 
open for more patterned 
sweaters-they're on the way 
backl 

Dl John Michael's latest 
venture is a, really way-out 
shop called the "Western- 
er". All the stock comes 
from the States and you 
can buy thiiings like this 
terrific fringed jacket. If 
you feel like going west to 
have a look, you'll find the 
shop at 4169, Oxford Street, 
London, W.1. 

O The Wellington boot is 
making a come back! If you've 
noticed that your fashionable 
boots let in the snow and 
slush, then Russell and Brom- 
ley have got gorgeous water- 
proof boots in really bright 
colours- cds and yellows and 
blues. What's more they're 
tough! Another idea-bind 
the tops of your old boots in 
bright coloured sticky tape 

Stockings-raver style 

The "Westerner" 

Idea for stocking to sr 
if you still haven -t got 
round to tights. Either beY 
them with decorated! 'welt9 

or better still do ' t yourself 
by sewing appliqué flow rs 

roaiind the tops-and 'hy 
not cover your suspenders 
as well. It they must show' 
make them decorative. 
Make sure the stockings 
aren't too fine thoug. , of 

they'll just go Into Iholesl 

BOSUN'S 12HISTLIR 
JNI 

----yi 

Get with the new sound., Of course, you'll 
need to get a boat as well ... and that's where 
Practical BOAT OWNER can help., 

If you're not wiith ft water -wise, take a look 
at this excitingly different boating monthly. It's 
the absolute answer for novices-and a mar- 
vellous help for more experienced sailors, up- 
river or out to sea. 

Practical BOAT OWNER is newand new in 
outlook, covering all aspects of sailing and 
powercraft ownership, do-it-yourself main- 
tenance, and safer; better seamanship. 

No. 1 0 T 316d., 
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t s n. IVs hard. It's different 
., . , but: I don't 

know how it's all going to 
t°R11Q out on the screen." 
hats John Lennon 

talking about his first solo 
wring role as Private 

'tpweed in" Howl I Won 'h /ay'. To find out how 
#fere t, take a look 

Our exclusive photos. 
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WILL THE BEATLES BREAK UP y 

Their old friend, RAVE girl ¡Maureen 
O'Grady writes ... 

The Beatles have been Beatles for about 
six years now. Since those early days, their 
scope and talents have been widened and 
exploited to the fullest as a musical group. 
We ha ,e seen them as clowns In their 
Christmas show, stars in films, writers of 
books,. and singers and writers of songs. 
Now the era of the Beatles is moving on, II 

don't think they will be splitting up, in as 

much that they won't v.orl' together again. 
but I do think we will be seeing-and hearing 
-less of them as a group and more of them 
as individuals.: 

Thanks to his film offer, John Is the first 
Bealle to really branch out on his own. Paul 
wasswift to follow by writing the musical 
score for Hayley Mill's new film, "The Family 
Way",:, George went to India for a white to 
study the sitar with Ravi Shenker, while 
Ringo Just took advantage of all the peace 
and quiet, to have a few weeks' holiday,' 

On fact the big problem for the four boys 
will be keeping busy. The only definite thing 
the boys have lined up for '67 is their film, 
and plans for that aren't moving too quickly. 
I can foresee that John along with Ringo and 
Paul could quite easily become big names 
in the film world, either comedy or straight 
acting. George I visualise as a very dedicated 
musician who will probably devote. more and 
more of his time to recording, finding new 
sounds and putting them on record, causing 
musical revolutions. Ringo will probably go 
into a business as a sideline while John and 
Paul will go on with their song -writing. John 
possibly will also seriously settle dov:n to 
writing and perhaps this will bring back his 
desire to paint. 

So ,ou see. when you get to the top you 
don't necessarily have to come down, you 
just put the brakes onl 

4-hnilennon in Spain-crystal gazing into the rosy future, or has the filming got a bit too much for him? 
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"You want to know how I wonthe war? It was these 'e,e Beatte-crushers mate!" 

,# bove: "Us flying Beatles don't need 
parachutes!" 

Left: "'Ere's me, ready for Airctic 
patrol" 

I 

r 

Right; "Milk mate-that's the stuff 'to 
give the troops" 
Far Right: "Meet line mate" 
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If you've got any comments on 
the pop or fashion scene, tell 
us about them* Write to RAVE, 
You're Telling Us Department. 

Thanks 
for the great November RAVE 

and especially the plc of Stevie Marriott. 
I kv him! Please, please don't let Stevie 
marry anybody, cos I'd áic if he did.- 
Stevie Wills, Stiffs:. 

On reading the lute of the ynarith from 
Cliff Bennett Let the November RAVE, I 

was disgusted to read his views on Iilob 
Dylan: It is impossible for anyone to say 
that they like his songs but think the 
arrangements arc a joke. Bob Dylan is one 
of the greatest singers . alive. ,Aft 1ngr) 
Dylan Fan. 

Don't think me a sex maniac or anything, 
nut I liked your u rite -uta On The Big Freeze, 
(November RAVE}. Nevertheless !, found 
it a bit fruitless, because us fellers have our 

RAVE knows all about] 
what's happening on 
the pop scene, so if 
you've got any ques- 
trüo'ns, write to us l 

own methods of combat! Please don't get 
the wrong impression, I'm really the kind 
of feller that respects a girl! I still thought 
the article was dead comic l.-(.unn,er Pete 
Bright 34 ;L'l . `,,D. Reg:, BFPO 44. 

After seeing that Four Tops show in 
London, I don't think ( could ever have 
such a great time at a pop show again. I've 
never known a whole audience to stand up 
and start singing, clapping, and dancing- 
it was marvellous! Thank goodness they're 
Corning, tack again!-Cirolitac Marektnt, 
Soul hcnd.. 

Won! Those Beach Boys arc just about 
the grooviest people in the pop world. I 
was lucky enough to see them at a live show 
when they ware in England rtcentiy. Only 
trouble is Dennis deliberately hides behind 
his drums! ----Mandy ndy Bi.echer, Birmingham. 

After hearing the four tracks on Scott 
Engel's É.P., I've come to the conclusion 
chat if the Walkers were to release a single 
on similar lines they would he higher in the 
Hit Parade!Thirs isn't treason, I saw theta 
rat Sheffield on October 15th and thought 
they were great-this is just a suggestion. 
-Christine Dratible, Nckintgton, l;hclñcld. 

That lucky RAVE Girl, Joan Milton! It 
is every rave girl's dream to have all those 
wonderful prizes RAVE awarded her for 

ning the competition.. Congratulations, 
Joan, and good luck with the ritodelljno- 
Modell Carlton, MaWun, Essex. 

I love reading RA\ E and keeping up 
with all the latest fashio7_s, boys' as well as 

/iris'. I keep a scraj, book of English fash- 
ions, and lots of girls here in Germany a k 
me to brine. back: English clothes for them 
when I visit England, On my next trip I've 
got to get two dresses and a trouser suit, 
both featured in RAVE!-Tim Watson. 
e/o The Band, 1 t Hussars (PAO). Bipo 
30, Gentian;'. 

Congratulations on the very serious .end 
intelligent II.ct,dlintt of the article in 
December RAVE called Sex And You. So 
much has been written about the subject, 
most of it j rst moralizirtg.,Thank goodness 
someone has written the facts, and left it 
to U.S ro dccide!- eorgirc:, Cullley, Brent, rid. Herts. 

.t 

Dennis Willson-hides deliberately 
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jlease could you tell nee the 
tracks on the new Beatles' 

LP. titled "Oldies"?-Pat 
IB!ilshóp, Oxford. 

Side One: She Loves You; 
From Me To You; We Can 
Work It Out; Help1; Michelle; 

1 Feel Fine; Yellow Submarine; 
Side "'wo: Can't Buy Me 
Love; Bad Boy; Day Tripper; 
A Hard Day's Night Ticket 
To Ride; Paperback Writer; 
Eleanor Rigby; I Want To Hold 
Your Hand. 

who plays the flute on the 
Manfreds' record ''Semi- 

Dewtached Suburban Mr. 
James"?-Denise Stevens 
Epsom, Surrey. 

lt's Klaus Voorman, Denise. 

Please 
would you tell me how 

to get in touch with Hywe! 
Bennet, as I am madly In love 
with him; He has been on 
"Thirteen Against Fate" and 
"The Wednesday Play".- 
Janet Hendry, Waterloo, 
Liverpool 22, 

4 Hywel Bennet fan club is 
now established et:- 220, 
Leicester Road, Wigston Fields. 
Leicester. Hywel also co-stars 
with Hayley Mills in the film 
"The Family Way". 

Phase 
could you toll me the 

birthdates of the Beach 
Bows?-June Parks, Jaristol. 

Brian Wilson. Jung' 20, 1942_ 

.Dennis Wilson. December 4, 

1944. Mike Love March 15, 

1941. Carl Wilson, December 
21, 1946. Al Jardine, September 
3, 1942. Bruce Johnston, June 
27, 19-44. 

g ould you tell me the tracks 
on the recent Chris FAN 

IIovre t_P. called "The Art of 
Chris Farlowe"?-Joan Mor, 
gan Cheltenham, Glos. 

Tracks are!- What Bec,rme of 
The Broken Hearted; We're 
Doing Fine; Pa nt 11. Black; 
Cultin' In; Open The Door To 
Your Heart; North South East 
West; You're So Good For Me; 
Out Of Time; I'm free; Pre 
Been Loving You Too long; 
Life Is But Nothing; It Was 
Easier To Hurt Her; Reach Out 
I'll Be There; Ride On Baby. On 
Immediate no. IMLPJSP0065. 
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Lost contact with old boy or 
girl friends? Illr_ite and tell 
us all about them and we'll 
try and find theme for you! 

go laves anyone k now Colin.? klc was in, 

Sweden in August this summer:. l is and 
his friend Stewart were working and 

stayed 'r: Trol ttan, Iñcy had a flat 

on Storgatan: Colin hgs light hair and 

blue eyes. He is about eighteen. Stewart 
is, seventeen and has dark hair and brown 
eyes. Colin looks rather like Tony 1 licks. 

They gtaycd in Truill:attan for three to 

four weeks, If anyone knows Colin or 

Stewart, tell them. to contact us or ici us 

know where we can contact them, They 
live in Leeds-Bcrit and Monica H)clm, 

Slisansgºtan 9B, Vancrsb{ rg, Sweden. 

Lo t: one boy called Brian or Scotch 
John, aage-1 19 with long black hair, 
brown eyes. Plays mouth organ, and has 
an _libation dog with him called Jet. \Vas 

living in Birmingham, used to go to the 

stage cafe there. His friends are Mod 
Dave, Bitty, Muscles. Belie'ped now to 
be in the north of Scotland working as 

a lumberjack. Comes from Inverness, 
may be there, Please tell him to write to: 
Diane Chalmers, ' ;lcnnaans, Airdrie, 

hire. 

belle everybody who went to Ffoilalid 
Park School' during those CRAZY years 
1959-1964 in classes, IDt-3Dt.. How 
would you like to come and re -unite on 
t sr ~'arch '67 outside H.P.S. (lliirlie 
Gardens entrance) at 8 o'clock. It would 
be really super! - Sue Elliot, Sheila 
Newman. 

Lost : Bill O'Gilvic and friend who 
both litre in Buckhavcn, Fife. q met them 
at the Rai' i Ballroom on a Friday night 
an I would like to get in touch with 
chcm. If anyone knows them please tell 
item to c ntact mc.-Anti McAlear, 
Strips,of Clugíe Road, Dundee, Seollited. 

'I Please help me find a boy named 
Alen, who comes from the Forth, He is 
seventeen with long, blond hair, blue 
eyes and wears a ,I:rather jacket.. Ifc 
carnes around with ham a green sleeping 
bag which has my name aria address on 
it, He was last seen at Bognor Regis 
beach ofaposite the Shoreline Club, whit 
two friends. Tell him to write to Linda, 
the girl with the black twit. - ?gala 
Mortimer. Bromley, Kent. 

® Recently we met two English 
girls called Lisa and Francesca, singing 
at a folk club here in Paris. They told us 
that alley Were going back to London and 
we would very iuch like to write to them., 
If anyone knows these beautiful girls 
would you please tell them that the two 
boys who seemed to them like the 
Walker Brothers, want to hear from 
them very much. We read your maga- 
zine every month and enjoy It very 
much, - Adrian, Leclait and bronco'. 
Foncart, Rue II1ºrbeau, Paris 1k. France. 

Please help me to get in touch with 
Michael, a flamenco dancer I met 
coming away from the Don Juan Night 
Club, Malgrtt, Spain on September 8th. 
His ear, which he was driving to 
Barcelona, had broken down, If anyone 
can get in touch with him, please tell him 
1'nt very sorry I'd been drinking 
champagne, and thank him for seeing 
me safely hack to my hotel, and helping 
me to enjoy the last day of tom: holi- 
days:. Please also ask him if he would be 
so kind as to send me an autographed 
photo of just himself, - Janet Healey, 
Ashbrook \%clue. Darden, \'r. Man- 
chester. 

® Vrre are trying to contact four boys 
who were in Look, Cornwall bet.~ e'en 
the 2oth-27th August. They travelled to 
boor eac1, diny in a green Mini, ,aegis= 

tration number Ejil 764B. It had an 
aerial and four bullet holes in the top 
left-hand corner of the hack window. If 
anyone sees them tell' them to vi rite to 
us throu*h RAVE, it's very important. 
Daunt and Elairie, Harburne, Birming- 
ham, 17. 

Li We would very much like to get in 
touch with the boy who accompanied us 
round the State Apartments and the 
Maze at Hampton Court on 29th 
October. He came from Barnsley, Yorks, 
and was spending he day in London on 
an oschitectural visit., He was of medium 
height with brown, wady hair and was 
wearing a brown corduroy jacket, dark 
green trousers and a blue and white 
striped scarf. We also met some of his 
mates, and we'a like to write to him 
andaar his mates, if anyone knowing 
them reads this, could they please ask 
than co write to us, care of R 
Saw and Jan, Edmonton, 

If you want to reply to one of the 
letters here write to RAVE, Boys 
and Girls Lost and Found Depart- 
ment, and we will forward your 
Ilietter. 

J 

Find out how ravers round 
the world give! Here are some 
who want .to write to YOU! 

Bubble end Squeak. 9 Wood lea, ¡Kincar- 
dine/Forth, IFito. Scotland. Ago 16: LIMB 

stones, Small Faces, ¡Motown. Want male 
pen pals In British Isles, 

Gabriella Toniietti, Vials Val Padanaa 
117!B. Romo,. Italy. Age 17' Wants to 
wine to boys and girls in er'tnin of own age 
or older. 

Yvette Hortlni Bloc No.1. Avenue dos 
Poilus, Macseillle 1'3oá, Les Olives. 13, 
France. Age 16: Wants "o write to English 
boy sped 18-25. Crazy for the Stones and 
long-haired boys. 

Theresa Upton. 10 West IRhondda, 
Pontyrhyt, Bridoend, Glam.. 5. Wales. 
Ago 223 Likes Iou.g hair, Walkers, Stones;. 
Dusty. Wants boy or girl pen pat, Preferably 
younger: 

Pauline Tennant, 115 Vaux Cresent, 
Horsham, Wa'toiñ-on-Tharnes, Surrey. 
Age 17: Wants boy or girl pen pal from any. 
where. Likes Snub Fetes, lí.ho. Action, 
Spencer. Troggs, 

IPka=IMaria Hantlii. Kalvokatu 28 A 10. 
Naantall. Finland. Age 17: Interested in 
ell rinds of music, writes poems and stories., 
Wants an Enplists pen pat. 

Elizabeth Lo.uderou.2 Panagla lasodion, 
Byron. Athens 505,, Greece. Age 1$ Wants 
to wrote to English boas and gip la 

Lilian Lacour. 49 Avenue Lacoste. 9S 

Saint Gratien, France. Age 16; Likes 
dancing. rr ni.skirts, Stones, Small Face*. 
Who, Question Mark, ,Beatles, Four Tops. 
Wants boy or girl pen pals from London. 

Donna Yaghooblon. 348 South Avenue, 
Attleboro. Massachusetts; 02703, U.S.A. 
Want© boy or girl pen pals over 16. All 
letters answered, 

Witold Starecki. Warsaw -77. IJi. 
S ñtiala: 50. m19, Poland. Can write in 
Russian, German. French. English and 
Polish. Lrlrvc Beatles Stones, Kinks, 
Animals. Them. 

Leif A.xeisson, Jordhammar 'Od$maIl, 
Stenungsund. Sweden. Ago 17: Wants 
English gill pen peal, Likes Manfred, Georgic. 
Spancor. 
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The strain of sudden success 
tore apart America's most ex- 
citing group. Now the Mamas 
and Papas are together again. 
Here RAVE tells you how it 
happened. 

Alittle over eighteen months ago John. 
and Michelle Phillips were emerging 

from an icy New York winter in their 
Greenwich Village flat, where the only 
warmth came from over -heated bill col- 
lectors, and cockroaches were friendly 
enough to be given pet names. 

But today, John and Michelle, along 
with Cass Elliott and Denny Doherty, live 

in the grand style of the Hollywood Mod 
Set with millionaire wonderboys like 

Phil Spector and Lou Adler. We know 
them as the Mamas and Papas. All their 
shows are sell-outs. They drive E -type 
Jaguars and Porsche sports cars, and 
half a million copies of their second album 
were sold in advance, a sales record third 
only to Elvis and the Beatles. 1967 looks 

as though it's going to be worth a million 
dollars to the Mamas and Papas, but if it 
wasn't for John Phillips' credit card, it 

might never have happened! 

Married 
John, twenty-five years old, left Naval 

Academy after his commanding officer 
stripped him of his guitar! 

From there John moved to New York 
where he met and married Michelle, and 
it was that cold, grey winter that inspired 
him to write "California Dreamin' ". 

Trouble was, nobody was interested in 
the song, so John and Michelle decided 
to sort themselves and their ideas out in 
the much warmer setting of the Caribbean. 
All they had left from more prosperous 
times was a credit card, so they set off for 
the appropriately named St. John's 
Island, leaving an open invitation to 
Denny and Cass to join them. 

Cass and Denny were old friends, 
Denny and John knew each other, as all 
Village musicians do. So when John and 
Michelle set out with their camping gear 
and credit card, Denny and Cass didn't 
think twice about following. 

It was on that island that the four first 
started to sing, all day and often into the 
night. Soon they came to know each other's 
voices and styles. Then as they went along 
they arranged John's music to suit their 
style. All through that summer John and 
Denny gathered wood and carried water, 

i 
i 

and Cass and Michelle did the cooking, 
though at the time Cass was eating only 
a few lettuce leaves a day to lose some of 
her near 200 pounds in weight! It was 

from this sort of family environment that 
they began calling each other `mama' and 
'papa', finally adopting the name for 
their singing group. 

By the end of that summer, John was 

the acknowledged leader of the group. 
He knew their sound was honest, original 
and better than most he had heard. He 
also knew they had a seven thousand 
dollar credit card bill they couldn't pay! 

They left and wound up in Los Angeles. 

This is where they got the break. 
They ran into an old friend, Barry 

McGuire, flying high at the time with 
his "Eve of Destruction" success. Mc- 
Guire introduced the Mamas and Papas to 
pop -record millionaire Lou Adler who 

was stunned by the group. 
"Denny was wearing black leather" he 

says. "The whole group was just not to 
be believed. I listened to five numbers 
-I couldn't believe that anything that 
good had just walked in off the street." 
Adler was so enthusiastic and impressed 
that he advanced them five thousand 
dollars, without them having to sign a 

John and Michelle Phillips 

u.."1- "1 IN 

/. 

contract. The group now call Adler "the 
fifth Mama". 

By that November "California Dream - 
in' " was at the top of the Charts, their 
album made the Top Ten in December, 
and "Monday, Monday" became so 
popular that it was re -issued as a single 
and sold 160,000 copies the first day of 
release! 

Marathon Sessions 
From the throes of poverty, the four- 

some's lives changed with fantastic rapid- 
ity. There were daily requests for public 
appearances, marathon recording sessions, 
TV. appearances and parties that they had 
to attend. By February 1966 the group had 
spent 110,000 dollars in advances. Out- 
wardly they still had their 'cool' as they 
say. They still dressed in the nutty, mod 
attire they had always worn. But the bond 
that had kept them together was beginning 
wear a bit thin. 

Michelle and John had met in San 
Francisco when she was seventeen. She 
returned to New York with him and after 
a short, successful career as a model de- 
cided to leave all that and marry John. 
The marriage had gone through three 
winters of financial uncertainty. But now, 
with prosperity and public attention; it 
suddenly fell apart. They separated. 
With Michelle and John continually 
trading bad feelings, Net vibrations'), 
Cass and Denny agreed that one of them 
had to go, and without John's music the 
group couldn't survive. John, Cass and 
Denny sent Michelle a letter telling her 
she was out of the group. Then, unable to 
face her, they came over to London for a 

break. "When I got the letter I just went 
home and cried," says Michelle. "I just 
couldn't believe that they meant it." 

Replacement 
When the three got back to Los Angeles, 

Adler had found a replacement for Mich- 
elle, Jill Gibson-a blond who looked like 
Michelle. She sang well, and for three 
months she was the other Mama, but 
things weren't quite right. "We were all 

being very stupid," says John. "We made 
lots of money and went off in different 
directions. We forgot the most important 

thing to us all-music." 
John and Michelle patched up their 

marriage. Jill left the group. Michelle 
returned and the four resumed as before. 

The Mamas and Papas were together 

again. And, like all good stories, we hope 

that they all live happily ever after. 
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w gay young man 
For once Lloyd lleaves a swing- 
ing. pa-rty unaccompanied and 
Motors i i, iserably 'back to 
London. Oain the way he be- 
comes involved in a rather 
dramatic incident, with unex- 
pected results . .. . 

omehow I think 1967 is going to be my 
year. 1 mean, for a start, I've actually got a 

job! I knew someone would just have to 
recognize the L.A. genius in the end. 

Well, actually, it was all due to Mark 
Bennett. if he hadn't had his eye on the 
same girl as I at that all-night party ., . . 

well, I mcm', how else would I have been 
in Maidenhead at six in the morning? » ...., 

and then h was lucky 1 had the camera 
But I'm getting ahead of myself. 
So there was this ravine all-night patty 

at this brig rambling house near the riser at 
Maidenhead,. It was an annual event, 
thrown by a girl called Sarah. Fortunately 
Mark Bennett, was well in with the Maiden- 
head in -crowd and as he owed me a favour 
1 demanded that he dropped a word it the 
right quarters. 

So that's boss I carne to be driving up 
the gravel path to this immense riverside 
pad. 

1 put my distinctly non -aristocratic MG 
at quarantine distance from the sleek as- 
scrrtbly of millionaire -type machinery, and 
sauntered into the open front door through 
a porch that was no bigger than Admiralty 
1rch, 

late place wasn't merely swinging-it 
was erupting and exploding! 

.1 mentally rubbed my hands, made for 
the bar (where 1 found Mark) and got intro- 
duced to our groovy hostess. Then I sur- 
veyed the scene. 

Vicky was, her name-the bird I picked 
out, !I, mean. 

You would have thought, wouldn't you, 
that my dear friend Mark could have been 
a bit sporting and settled for T. ia, or 
Jacky, or Cheryl, or Sandra or semcbody? 

Not on your life! All night long 1 was 
battling with Mark for the honour of run- 
ning Vick} home., But in the end he lum- 
bered mc? Ile introduced me to Sarah's 
mum and I was trapped for half an hour 
doing the Veleta. Meantime Vicky's curfew 
time was getting near and my friend Mr, 
Bennett slipped silently away with her. 

So that was how I came to be in Maiden- 
head at six in the morning. 

Driving slowly back to London, 1 pulled 
off the road by the river bank to take a 

short snooze and rubbed my eyes. Not 
through tiredness-but because there, on 
the bank, was the most luscious, dolly is a 

bikini. 

with girls on the brain and 
I picked up the camera on the seat beside 

tne, adiusted the telephoto lens and started 
recording the superb construction of this 
dawn -bathing dolly for posterity. 

Don't ash me what a nine year old boy 
was doing walking his spaniel along the 
river bank at that time in the morning, hut 
there he was.. Or, at lust, he was one 
minute. The next second he'd gone- 
sphAll 
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always on the 
xceppt When 
un thing 
"It: Wresting" resting" is 
happening, 

Dolly, who'd been towelling herself 
nur t fetchingly after a bathe, threw down 
the towel and dived straight into the freez- 
ing Thames. And almost without thinking 
I clicked the shutter. 

I leapt out of the car and raced down to 
the hank. as I heard the kid calling for help. 
Dolly was swimming stroagly towards him 
w rile the dog yelped pathetically on the 
bank. 

As the kid was just about to go down for 
the third time, she grabbed him, turned on 
her back and brought him safely back to the 
bank. She had the whole bit-artificial 
respiration, kiss of life, everything. An' 
there was useless me, clicking away like a 

man demented with my camera. 
Suddenly my party -befogged brain com- 

municated the message that I ought to be 
dnine something $o 1 ran up to the girl and 
told her to rtl'arilit ile I called an ambu- 

his eyes on YOU! 
lance. I roared off to the ncaresr phone box 
in the car and did the 999 bit. 

t[ ell, it all happened ,.o quickly that it 
was almost over before 1 realized what was 
happening. 

'Ihc ambulance carne and took the boy 
away-he recovered quickly as it happened 
-and I sort of stuttered out my admiration 
to this cool dolly who'd saved his life while 
I'd been slumped half -awake in the cat. 

Her name was Eve-most appropriate- 
and as I drove her home I told her that 
she'd just demonstrated tremendous cour- 
age, something I'd newer forget. 

She shrugged it off, thanked me for the 
lift and i drove, still dazed, hack to London, 
It was only ss hen 1 got to the Hammersmith 
Flyover that I thought about the pictures 
I'd taken. And then I thought that that 
brave girl ought to get some recognition. 
So a hared off to a newspaper office, told 
a chainsmoking reporter the story and gave 
them the spool of film, 

Then, lice an idiot, I had to admit that 
1 didn't even know the girl's fú11 name. Hut 
when the contact prints came up, the re- 
porter knew her. 

"That's Eve Malcolm-she's a film 
starlet and - ... hey! This is great ... she's 
lust landed her first big role, playing the 
part of a famous swimmer. "These pictures 
arc great.... Wait a minute. This isn't a 
stunt, is it)" 

I told him the whole story and, to his 
credit, he believed it. 

They really splashed it the next day and 
I must say the pictures did come out pretty 
well. The story had everything-,pretty 
girl, little boy, bravery, life saved ... it was 
a natural. 

lit Wight I got two phone calls. One 
from Eve Malcolm, thanking me for giving 
the story to the newspapers but protesting 
that they'd ovcrdramatized it and that 
really it was nothing. 

The other call was from á guy called 
Brarn Simmer4vcll-and the conversation 
went like this= 

"Mr Alexander? The paper told me you 
stunted this story-man, it was a sensation -- 
absolutely fantastic!" 

"1 b.cg your. .." 
"1 didn't even know you were in the 

business-but that's the mark of the good 
publicity man, the client comes first and 
the PR man preserves his anonytruty, 
Brilliant! What accounts do you, have?" 

Accounts? 1. . , 
'"Ao you kno.'. that story is being 

splashed in papers all over the world., le's a 
beauty. Listen, name your price ... I need 
guys ,ike you." ,.Ehr, 

I finally 02I11e to-and almost before I 
knew it 1 was a fully-fledged member of 
IMPACT PUBLIC RELATIONS,. dust 
cell that to the disbelievers. I.. A. is in 
business again! See yahl 
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Write &why for a cttntphmeritr+rv copy 

f-onc New Musical Express; (l{av,), 
15-17, Long Acre, London, W.C.2, 

1icw Musical] Express '` obtainable from ail 

new-knrww attd ItookItalls, 11.1, F'KY FRTQAY--iSd 
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_ abulous "Gulf 
BY HILLMONT 

C H t 'Out & Ready to Sew from only 

Samantha juste feels as great as she looks in this swinging 
gear - jacket with back vent and slightly flared hipster 
slacks. 'Jibe rich corduroy outfit comes in three fabulous 
shades, expertly cut and ready to be run up to a s rule 
evening!. By the way, the button holes are already made 
for you. 
"Ind you can have a matching skirt, too, if you like- the 
extra charge can be as little as 17/6! A matching belt costs 
3,16d and the cap, ready -made -tip, costs t2,6á: Also if you'd 
,like a white ribbed sweater like Samantha's just send 2oli- 
extra-just, tick the' coupon if you'd like any of these 
optional extras_ 
The complete, wonderful 
outfit- the suit and cap 
plus a brit, plus a skirt, so 
that you case ring all kinds 
of changes, cols Icsg 'than 
you'd have to pay for the 
material, alone! 
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11 k+ Gwr.a l.n1014.a.w Ja /1wr!-top win 
*day MM*Offlr0 JffeKlbrtE. FILL IN BOTN SECTIONS IN BLOCKBLOCKCAPITALS I I 
VItNGerdie nB tT1 w conrc,sttrte hosts} and send with P.O., or cheque 90 HILLfuIONT LIMITED, 

Ip TRO+uSER S/11T 80 Greenfield Reed. Lender,. , E.1. 
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